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We do everything for promotion  
items that perfectly fit into the lives  

of your target groups – and that  
guarantee ensure you a leading  

edge in promotion

Made in Germany/Europe – because quality matters 
We offer over 37 years of experience on the promotional products market and are continuing to constantly expand our  
production in Germany as well as in Europe. It is our vision that all promotional articles are produced as efficient and  
environmentally-friendly as possible, especially when it comes down to synthetic material. We incorporate this essential  
aspect not only in our sites in Germany but also at our subsidiaries and partners across Europe.  

Our promise:

 » durable products due to a high quality and low-emission production

 » a focus on safe, ecological and economical handling on all our sites in Germany and at all our Euopean partners

 » a daily contribution to environmental protection due to the utilisation of the exhaust heat to warm up the surroundings

 » a low amount of waste due to high-tech machinery

“Just in Time” production
Our in-house-production provides for flexible action and improved warehousing capabilities.  
We do not engage in mass production, but rather produce only as much as necessary.

We produce according to:

FSC Member
 
Since October 2015, we are a certified FSC member and  
can offer you wooden products with FSC Logo. 
 
FSC is a global, not-for-profit organization dedicated to the 
promotion of responsible forest management worldwide.
Environmentally appropriate forest management ensures  
that the harvest of timber and non-timber products maintains  
the forest's biodiversity, productivity, and ecological processes. 
 
Socially beneficial forest management helps both local people 
and society at large to enjoy long term benefits and also 
provides strong incentives to local people to sustain the forest 
resources and adhere to long-term management plans.

FSC tracks the FSC certified material through the production 
processes all the way to the store. 
 
Are you interested in FSC certified products   
Please do not hesitate to contact us !

When purchasing Made in Germany/Europe …
 » you support the German and European economy
 » you are flexible with regard to execution and quantity needed
 » you help sustain workplaces in the regions
 » you can profit from short lead times and transportation routes
 » you will receive certified low-emission and high quality products
 » you act sustainably

Quality management ISO 9001:2015

The elasto form KG and its affiliate companies are accredited  
with the Quality Standard DIN EN ISO 9001:2015. 
Rational workflows and documented manufacturing  
processes guarantee an absolute economical and customer  
orientated conduct.

elasto group 

550 employees worldwide realize your  
advertising speciality!

»  Head office in Sulzbach-Rosenberg

»  Technology Center Hohenstadt

»  elasto form Hong Kong Ltd.

»  Meplast GmbH in Mupperg

»  elasto form Bohemia s.r.o.

»  elasto form UK Limited

»  HNC Import-Export & Vertriebs    
    GmbH in Weiden
 
Other international offices:  
The Netherlands, France, Italia... and many more.

That‘s elasto

Overview – Technical resources 
Over 200 million promotional products sold every year, make 
us Europe’s leading Promotional Merchandise Supplier.

 
Consultation 
Consultation team of 50 qualified, motivated,  
specifically and continuously trained employees,  
creative department with most modern technology

 
Production/Import 
Maximum production capacity (output 500.000 pieces per day), 
stock items (2.000.000 pieces ex stock), automated injection 
moulding machines, 2K-injection moulding technique

 
Branding 
Maximum branding capacity (output 250.000 pieces 
per day), screen print, tampo pad print, transfer print, 
relief, IMould, Tex Heat, laser engraving, doming,
heat transfer, CO2-engraving, sublimation printing

 
Logistics distribution 
Package shipments: 65.000 per year
Pallet shipments: 10.500 per year
Pallet lots: 20.000 pieces

Technology Centre 
Capacity of the Technology Centre 
Tool forms up to 700 x 700 mm 

 
 
Precision injection moulding tooling for
 » conventional injection moulding technique
 » 2K injection moulding technique
 » foil reverse injection moulding
 » sample and prototype tooling

Capacities – Technical equipment
Injection moulding machines:  47
Printing machines:  97
Automated packing machines: 10
Assembly lines:     7
Art rooms:       3
Tool shop:     1
CAD construction:    1

General Information 
Please find the general information, terms and conditions and  
also specifications for additional charges in our valid price list 
or visit www.elasto.de/en.

co-efficiency

Our production and activities are geared for 
sustainability. When it comes to the three pillars 
of sustainability (ecology, economy and social 
responsibility), we make sure that each of our steps 
takes as many factors as possible into consideration.

By gearing our business to reflect economical, 
ecological and social aspects, we give our customers 
more assurance in purchasing our articles.

The fact that we ourselves manufacture in German  
gives us the best possible starting point for this:  
» short transport paths 
» reusable materials (plastics) 
» controlled and efficient production processes 
» quality control in our own lab 
» ecologically compatible production 
» sustaining the value added chain 
» creating promoting jobs and the  
  surroundings of our locations 

» use of waste heat from production
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Special Branding 
IMould, Sublimation, CO2-Engraving, 
UV-digital print, heattransfer

 
We produce to regulation 
food contact safety directive, 
EN 71 (safety of toys)

24-Hour Dispatch Service!

Conditions: No preproof sketch or proof printing, 
order with repro-capable data by 12 noon, ships 
following day, only available on weekdays, only 
for white articles with 1-colour printing, service 
guarantee up to 1.000 units. 
 

Additional costs: 30 % service surcharge, 
minimum order amount of 300 
Euros per article, shipping costs 
in time and material basis.

Index
 

Heattransfer
page 06

Your own design applied in a 
photorealistic manner on the entire 
surface of your promotional item. 
Four-colour print in high resolution.

UV-Digital Print
page 07

Robust finishing in perfect
photo quality. Four-colour
print in high resolution.

IMould Branding
page 08

Robust finishing in perfect
photo quality. Four-colour
print in high resolution.

Home & Living
page 09 bis 55

Foods & Drinks, Garden,
Deco & Household, Do It Yourself

Go Green
page 56 bis 66

Promote environmentally sustainable,  
Items with a biological 
content of 34 % of 94 %.

Office & School
page 69 bis 83

Saving Boxes, Desk, Writing
& Painting, Multimedia

Fitness
page 87 bis 90

Gymnastics bands, Drinking 
bottles, Skipping ropes

Sports & Games
page 91 bis 107

Travel-, Brain-, Patience-Games, 
Outdoor-Games, Sledges, 
Flying dics, Ball-Games

Fan Merchandise
page 111 bis 115

Fansets, Be Heard - Be Seen, 
Sports-Merchandise

Car & Travel
page 117 bis 131

Travel Accessories, Mint  
Dispenser, Ice Scraper, 
Safe in the Dark 

Lifestyle & 
Accessories
page 133 bis 137

(Chip-) Key Pendants,  
Glassware and Smoking Accessories

Wellness & 
Healthcare
page 139 bis 148

First-Aid, Anti-Tick-Article,  
Personal Hygiene

IMPORTANT!
Illustrations can differ. Changes and errors excepted. 
Special colours can be produced from certain quantities of items. Some material modifications are possible, too. The illustrated imprints in the catalogue are examples 
for individual imprints which we develop specifically for each customer when desired (the price does not include the printing costs). For the appropriate printing method 
we choose the less expensive variant, if not wanted differently. For further questions please call our sales staff. We would like to inform you individually and competently. 
Due to technical reasons it is possible that some of the shown articles in the catalogue do not correspond to the original colours. If necessary please order appropriate 
samples which stand for the according colour of delivery. All articles with customer print, illustrated in this catalogue, only demonstrate the printing possibilities or stand 
for reference purposes. Please note that in the case of set items the content is not completely made in Germany or Europe. The rights on the shown logos and 
brands as well as shown special products are exclusive by the respective copyright/trademark owners.

Pictogram/Icons
 

 item dimension

 print method and print size

 material

 warning notices 
 (please note the references on the last page)

Welcome

Newly
arrived

On Request
page 67 bis 68
page 84 bis 86
page 108 bis 110
page 116
page 132
page 138

Not in stock. Tooling available. 
Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks

These items are also  
available with an organic 

content of 34%.

Novelty
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standard-yellow
(PTN 1235 C)

trend-yellow
(PTN 109 C - transp.)

bramble
(PTN 520 U)

berry
(PTN 215 C)

trend-orange
(PTN 145 C - transp.)

bubblegum
(PTN 250 U)

teal
(PTN 320 C)

trend-red
(PTN 187 C - transp.)

lilac
(PTN 256 C)

lemon
(PTN 380 C)

trend-blue
(PTN 280 C - transp.)

petrol
(PTN 320 C)

trend-green
(PTN 348 C - transp.)

ocean
(PTN 7468 C)

grassgreen
(PTN 376 C)

standard-orange
(PTN 1665 C)

standard-red
(PTN 200 C)

standard-blue
(PTN 286 U)

standard-green
(PTN 347 C)
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We make the world of promotional
products more colourful
We produce the item to your wishes choosing from a variety of standard colours or special requirements
(colour sample or Pantone). Be it translucent, opaque, daylight colours, with glitter or metallic effect.
There are no limits to your colour request. All our colours correspond to the applicable regulations
and directives in Germany and the EU. Address the realization of your ideas to us with confidence.

Handy and trendy
Our items are a real advertising eye-catcher. They are exactly the right solution for your trade fairs, 
promotional campaigns and events especially with regard to sports, leisure, school, work and clubs. 
Furthermore, they guarantee sustainability and therefore serve as permanent advertising medium. 

 

 

Upon request, we print your logo, advertising message or motif on the item of your choice.

Your advantages:

 √ LFGB tested

 √ Without plasticizers and substances of concern

 √ Odourless and tasteless

 √ Available in your favorite colour

 √ Made in Germany

 √ Your reliable advertising medium!
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Heattransfer

Your advertising
 » on the entire surface
 » high-resolution
 » photo realistic
 » cost-saving

The Heattransfer is a high-class and expressive 
option of implementing your motif in a photorealistic 
but low-budget way. Also suitable for items 
with curved surfaces and recesses.

We will be happy to run custom designs for you!

The range is being continuously expanded.

Your benefits
 » Robust finishing in perfect photo quality
 » Brilliant colours
 » Smooth reproduction of continuous tone orginals
 » Visuals sent easily by e-mail
 » No lithography, printing plates and prepress costs
 » Curved surfaces and parts with recesses are also possible

Your data:
 » Your motif on 1:1 scale as of 300 dpi (or vectors)
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UV-Digital Print

Your advertising
 » on the entire surface
 » high-resolution
 » photo realistic
 » cost-saving

The UV-digital print is a high-class and 
expressive option of implementing your motif 
in a photorealistic but low-budget way.

We will be happy to run custom designs for you!

The range is being continuously expanded.

Your benefits
 » Robust finishing in perfect photo quality
 » Smooth reproduction of continuous tone orginals
 » Low prices - even for small print runs
 » Visuals sent easily by e-mail
 » No lithography, printing plates and prepress costs
 » Possible for plastic articles with a flat surface

Your data:
 » Your motif on 1:1 scale as of 300 dpi (or vectors)
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IMould Branding

Your advertising

 » on the entire surface

 » short lead times

 » high-resolution photo quality 

 » no pre-production costs from 1,000 pieces

IMould finishing is a high-class and expressive option of 
implementing your motif in a photo-realistic but low-budget 
way. Suitable for plastic items with smooth surface, such 
as storage boxes, trays flying discs, ice scrapers, or snow 
gliders. We will be happy to run custom designs for you!

Your benefits:
 » Robust finishing in perfect photo quality
 » Screenless reproduction of half tone templates
 » Visuals sent easily by e-mail
 » No lithography, screens or plates required
 » Ideal for plastic articles with a flat surface

Your data:
 » All print sizes are logo sizes including a 3 mm bleed over
 » Your logo scaled 1:1 with 300 dpi (or vectorized)
 » Special colours in logo available from 3,000 pieces



Newly
arrived

Storage jar "Match" 
Boîte de stockage "Match" 04568 

Retro but trendy. Great, spacious lunchbox consisting of two  
square bowls that are held together by an elastic strap (65 % 
polyester, 35 % latex). The lid can be completely put over the  
bottom part, it can be easily removed thanks to the lateral 
openings. IMould finishing possible.

 plastic/PP   179 x 130 x 61 mm
 IMould (4C, 156 x 107 mm)

A perfect 
match!Art.: 14568 

9Home & Living



Art.: 05242 Storage box „Brunch box“ 
Dimensions: 125 x 85 x 40 mm 

Art.: 05243 Storage box „Lunch box“ 
Dimensions: 162 x 113 x 50 mm 
 

Art.: 05245 Storage box „Dinner box“ 
Dimensions: 130 x 180 x 65 mm 

Art.: 05247 Storage box „Snack box“ 
Dimensions: 180 x 125 x 45 mm 

Storage box also available 
with ultra-light material. 
05231 Storage box „Flat box“ 

Storage box "Lunch box" 
Boîte de conservation "Lunch-Box" 05243 

Ideal for your sandwiches. Available in a large selection of colours. 
With 1 snap fastener. IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PP   162 x 113 x 50 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 120 x 70 mm), IMould (4C, 117 x 169 mm)

Guaranteed BPA-free

Many different colours

Secure click lock

Photorealistic finishing  
possible using the  
IMould process

Food to go

10 Home & Living



Storage box also  
available with high- 
gloss finished surface  
(05287).

Storage box also  
available with  
separation wall  
(05276).

Storage box 
„School-Box“  
middle & large  
are stackable

Art.: 05268 Storage box „School box“ junior 
Dimensions: 163 x 115 x 41 mm 
 

Art.: 05282 Storage box „School box“ middle 
Dimensions: 152 x 117 x 51 mm 
 

Art.: 05236 Storage box „School box“ large 
Dimensions: 175 x 128 x 69 mm 
 

Art.: 05296 Storage box „School Box“ deluxe 
Dimensions: 190 x 139 x 70 mm 

Art.: 05230 Storage box „Break“ 
Dimensions: 153 x 105 x 55 mm 

Storage box "School box" large 
Boîte de stockage "School-Box" grande 05236 

Great sandwich box with 1 snap fastener. Available in a large selecti-
on of colours. IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PP   175 x 128 x 69 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 110 x 64 mm), IMould (4C, 133 x 87 mm)

11Home & Living



Individual  
3D logo  
finishing

Box also available 
with removable 
separation cup 

(Art.: 05297)

Dimensions:  
190 x 139 x 70 mm

Storage box ″School Box″ deluxe,  
without separating sleeve 
Boîte de conservation ″School-Box″ deluxe, 
sans coupe de sép 05296 

More space for your lunch. Spacious lunchbox made of PP with 
click closure. Ideal for the storage and transportation of large meals. 
The box is food-safe and 100% BPA-free. Its surface is ideal for an 
imould-imprint.

 plastic/PP   190 x 139 x 70 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 85 x 140 mm), IMould (4C, 157 x 101,5 mm)

For the  
hungry ones

12 Home & Living



Box also available with removable 
separation cup (Art.: 05301).

Storage box "Switch" 
Boîte de stockage "Switch" 05389 

The box with 2 faces. Lunchbox with double-click closure for safe 
closure and with plug-in hinge. The two halves can be produced 
in different colours and finished with an IMould motif for a larger 
advertising space and a higher attention factor.

 plastic/PP   145 x 125 x 50 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 108 x 60 mm), IMould (4C, 73 x 123 mm)

Storage jar "Cube" deluxe 
Boîte de stockage "Cube" de luxe 05299 

Compact lunchbox in square format with one click closure. Thanks to 
the shape and the ample height, it is ideal for bread rolls and sandwi-
ches. IMould finishing possible.

 plastic/PP   140 x 140 x 65 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 87 x 87 mm)

Storage jar "Foodbox" 
Boîte de stockage "Foodbox" 05632 

This beautiful lunchbox with rounded corners and high-gloss polished 
interior surface impresses with its groove-free lid which allows even 
finishing. Ideal for IMould finishing.

 plastic/PP   172 x 121 x 65 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 130 x 80 mm), IMould (4C, 158,7 x 107 mm)

Art.: 15389 

Storage jar "Cube" deluxe

Box also available with removable
separation cup (Art.: 05301).

13Home & Living
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Art.: 05023 Sandwich box „Wave“, large 
Dimensions: 178 x 122 x 60 mm 

Art.: 05022 Sandwich box „Wave“, medium 
Dimensions: 160 x 113 x 50 mm 
 

Art.: 05021 Sandwich box „Wave“, small 
Dimensions: 147 x 100 x 40 mm 

Lunch box also available as  
a set of 3 pieces. 

Art.: 05034

Sandwich box "Wave", large 
Boîte à goûter "Wave", grande 05023 

The biggest box in the stackable set of 3 with 2 click fasteners. 
IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PP   178 x 122 x 60 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 125 x 70 mm), IMould (4C, 97 x 150 mm)

This fits 
perfectly!

14 Home & Living



Also available without separation wall. 
(Art.: 05102) 

Art.: 05022 Sandwich box „Wave“, medium 
Dimensions: 160 x 113 x 50 mm 
 

Storage box "Twin Box" with separating wall 
Boîte à goûter ″Twin-Box″ avec cloison de 
séparation 05104 

Useful storage box featuring smart panel door system and separating 
wall. Both doors may be enhanced with different motifs via the 
IMould process. Both click seals ensure increased stability. (Article 
no. without separating wall 05102).

 plastic/PP   160 x 160 x 50 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 45 x 100 mm), IMould (4C, 116 x 115 mm)

Allroundbox "Round" 
Boîte de rangement "Ronde" 05109 

Fresh and crisp ... this is the way the inventory stays in this box. High 
box and flexible lid with thread, which can be used as a flying disk 
during a picknick, for example. Cover with IMould finish possible as 
well. Capacity: 1 litre.

 plastic   ø 159 x 84 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 110 mm), IMould (4C, ø 160 mm)
 4+, 6

Storage box "Mini box" 
Boîte de conservation "Mini Box" 05237 

Practical storage box with 1 snap fastener available in a large selecti-
on of colours. Perfect for round cheese.

 plastic/PP   ø 105 x 40 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 60 mm)

Storage box "Picnic" 
Boîte de stockage "Pique-nique" 05253 

A big breakfast or a big snack: this spacious box will keep you satis-
fied. The straight shape makes optimum use of the available space. 
The overlapping edge and snap fastener keep food fresh for longer.

 plastic/PP   157 x 212 x 71 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 155 x 97 mm), IMould (4C, 122 x 180 mm)
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Also available without separation wall. 
(Art.: 05245)

Storage box "Universal box" large 
Boîte de stockage "Boîte Universelle" grande 
05302 

Storage box available in a variety of colour combinations. Microwa-
ve-proof up to +120°C. With lid and 2 practical handles.

 plastic/PP   233 x 162 x 77 mm
 screen print (1C, 150 x 95 mm), IMould (4C, 159 x 118 mm)

Storage box "Bread box" 
Boîte de stockage "Boîte à pain" 05248 

Storage box available in a variety of colour combinations. Microwa-
ve-proof up to +120°C. With lid and 2 practical handles.

 plastic/PP   233 x 162 x 77 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 90 x 20 mm)

Storage box "Hot and cold" 
Boîte de stockage "Chaud et froid" 05200 

Handy square-shaped storage box for cooling and heating delici-
ous meals. The removable lid includes a rotary knob which allows 
the steam to escape during the heating process in the microwave. 
Dishwasher safe and microwave safe up to +110°C.

 plastic/PP   220 x 210 x 70 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 70 x 20 mm)

Storage box "Dinner Box Plus" 
Boîte de stockage "Dinner Box Plus" 05025 

Keeps everything in place. Spacious sandwich box with 2 snap fasten-
ers and removable separator for different foods. IMould labelling 
possible.

 plastic/PP   185 x 128 x 65 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 130 mm), IMould (4C, 134 x 189 mm)

Newly
arrived

Also available as a smaller version. 
(Art.: 05238)

Storage box "Hot and cold"
Boîte de stockage "Chaud et froid" 05200

16 Home & Living



The „Multi box“ and „Slim box“  
boxes are perfect as a pencil 
storage box as well.

Storage box also available  
without cutlery. (Art.: 05269)
Storage box also available 
without cutlery. (Art.: 05269)

Lunch To Go Plus 
Lunch To Go Plus 05274 

Practical snack container with handle and folding lid with snap-closu-
re. The box lid also has the matching utensils integrated. The storage 
container and utensils are made completely of plastic.

 plastic/PP   185 x 135 x 53 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 90 x 100 mm), IMould (4C, 135 x 123 mm)

Storage box "Slim box" 
Boîte de stockage "Slim Box" 05241 

Universal, space-saving flat box with 2 snap fasteners and space for 2 
slices of toast. IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PP   185 x 128 x 18 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 140 x 80 mm), IMould (4C, 197 x 136 mm)

Storage box "Multi box" 
Boîte de stockage "Multi-Box" 05235 

Versatile storage box with snap fastener. Perfect for keeping your 
sandwiches or even crayons.

 plastic/PP   195 x 81 x 49 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 160 x 40 mm)

Box "C-Box" 
Boîte "C-Box" 05134 

Beautifully shaped box for storing and transporting cosmetic articles 
or other important little things. With practical click-lock.

 plastic/PP   101 x 78 x 30 mm
 screen print (1C, 65 x 48 mm)

17Home & Living



Storage box "Apple box" 
Boîte de stockage "Boîte Pomme" 05037 

Round box with space for 1 apple. Ideal for protecting the apple 
against bruising. 1 snap fastener.

 plastic/PP   ø 95 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 38 mm)

Guaranteed BPA-free

No more pressure marks  
or damage 

Perfect size for apples  
and oranges 

No more 
pressure  
marks!

18 Home & Living



Storage box "Orange Box" 
Boîte de stockage "Boîte Orange" 05032 

Round box with space for 1 orange. Ideal for protecting the orange 
against bruising. With click fastener.

 plastic/PP   ø 110 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 15 x 30 mm)

Storage box "Sandwich-Box" 
Boîte de stockage "Boîte à sandwich" 07406 

Triangular box with snap fastener. Ideal for keeping and transporting 
sandwiches. Available in a large selection of colours.

 plastic/PP   185 x 75 x 90 mm
 screen print (1C, 50 x 150 mm)

Storage box "Banana box 2.0" 
Boîte de stockage "Boîte banane 2.0" 05036 

Neat keep-fresh box in various colours with space for 1 banana. Ideal 
for protecting the banana against bruising.

 plastic/PP   260 x 65 x 51 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 15 x 90 mm)

Storage box "Breakfast box" 
Boîte de stockage "Boîte Petit-déjeuner" 05246 

Corrugated keep-fresh box in various colours with space for 1 bread 
roll. Ideal for safe-keeping prevents squashing or the two halves of 
the roll falling apart. With 1 snap fastener.

 plastic/PP   128 x 130 x 85 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 35 mm)

No more 
pressure  
marks!
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Also available with matt surface. 
(Art.: 05145)

Art.: 15145

Art.: 15135

Cereal bowl "2 Colour" 
Bol à müsli "2 Colour" 05136 

Lightweight but stable. One bowl made of two plastic parts which 
can be manufactured in different colours. The lower part of the bowel 
features an additional stand ring and is therefore particularly stable 
on the table. Stackable into each other and to be used as cereal or 
snack bowl.

 plastic/PP   ø 136 x 80 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 60 mm)

Bowl "Breakfast" 
Bol "Breakfast" 05046 

Stackable, attractive muesli dish with practical handles. Available in a 
large selection of trendy colours. Capacity: 0.5 litres.

 plastic/PP   164 x 140 x 76 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 50 mm)

Cereal bowl "Good morning" 
Bol à muesli "Good Morning" 05135 

A bowl does not necessarily have to be round. Great breakfast 
bowl in a rectangular shape with a rim for a better grip. Stackable.

 plastic/PP   162 x 162 x 62 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 45 mm), IMould (4C, 89 x 89 mm)

For a good start
into the day

20 Home & Living



Art.: 15145

Art.: 15135

Cereal box "Cereal" 
Boîte à bec pour aliments en vrac "Cereal" 
04777 

Whether flour, sugar or corn flakes - all of this can be put in this cereal 
box. Due to the removable lid and the large opening it is much easier 
to fill and pour out the contents. The curved shape guarantees a 
comfortable use. Filling quantity: approx. 2.5 litres

 plastic/PP   218 x 110 x 215 mm
 IMould, (4C, 265 x 138 mm)

Guaranteed BPA-free

Practical lid with  
chute opening 

Perfect for food storage

Large volume 2.5 l

Newly
arrived

For a good start
into the day
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Also available with a strip-print on two sides. 
(Art.: 04545)

Perfectly suitable for the  
storage jar „School-Box“

Popcorn bowl "Hollywood" 
Bol pour pop-corn "Hollywood" 04544 

Whether sweet or salty ... this box offers enough space for a big porti-
on of popcorn. Completely made of PP. Easy to clean and reusable.

 plastic/PP   140 x 140 x 173 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 65 x 155 mm)

Bag clip "Easy Fresh" 
Pince à sachets "Easy Fresh" 04430 

Practical kitchen accessories. Whether chips or cornflakes ... with this 
chip open packs and bags can be closed without a problem.

 plastic/PP   83 x 20 x 21 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 10 x 50 mm)

Cooling pack "Freeze" 
Brique de froid "Gel" 05423 

Ideal for hot days. Plastic flat cooling accumulator filled with a special 
liquid, which fits our storage can "Schoolbox" (05236) exactly. Just 
place in the freezer before use for several hours and then place it on 
the floor of the box. That way, every snack remains fresh for a longer 
period. Can be used again and again.

 plastic/PE   142 x 100 x 12 mm
 non printable

Snack cup "Snaxiko" 
Coupelle apéritif "Snaxiko" 04543 

In this way, the chips will jump for joy. Great, stable snack bowl made 
from plastic in triangular shape. One corner is separated by a wall and 
therefore ideal for filling in dips or sauces. Optimal for tortilla chips 
thanks to its exceptional shape.

 plastic/PP   212 x 199 x 55 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 40 x 140 mm)

Fancy a  
spoon?
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Art.: 05063 
Spoon „long handle“

Art.: 05646 
Spoon „Plastic“

Art.: 15646

Art.: 05064 
Spoon  

„Coffee portion“

Cutlery "Spork" 
Couvert "Göffel" 05294 

Fork or spoon? It's just both. Practical piece of cutlery made of plastic, 
to be used as a spoon and as a fork.

 plastic/PP   133 x 31 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 5 x 55 mm)

Fancy a  
spoon?
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Dough scraper "Little Bakery" 
Spatule de pâtisserie "Little Bakery" 04776 

Small and handy helper for any kitchen.The firm handle is made of 
PP, the scraper is soft and flexible. The dough scraper is perfectly 
suitable for removing the last remaining bit of dough even from small 
bowls.

 plastic/PP   150 x 45 x 10 mm
 print on request

Newly
arrived

For cooking 
and baking 
enthusiasts
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Pastry brush "Little Bakery" 
Pinceau de pâtisserie "Little Bakery" 04775 

Ideal for brushing steaks with self-made marinades or for greasing 
baking pans. The handy pastry brush featuring a PP handle and a 
silicone brush tip is hygienic and easy to clean.

 plastic/PP   150 x 40 x 11 mm
 print on request

Plastic knife "Bakery" 
Couteau en plastique "Bakery" 04897 

The streamlined one among the kitchen knifes. Great kitchen  
accessory in one piece with serrated blade and ergonomic handle. 
Completely made of plastic and with hole at the end of the handle.

 plastic/PP   282 x 57 x 10 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 15 x 60 mm)

Newly
arrived

For cooking 
and baking 
enthusiasts
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Guaranteed BPA-free

A highlight for every  
baking enthusiasts

Amazing tactile  
quality

Easy handling

Cookies for 
everybody!

Cookie stamp "Snowflake" 
Tampon de biscuit "Snowflake" 04422 

High-quality stamp made from PP with snowflake design, genu-
inely made in Germany. Just press the stamp onto the dough by 
hand so that the cookie obtains its nice decoration. The stamp 
can easily be removed by the flap on its side. Easy to clean and 
reusable.

 plastic/PP   ø 67 x 3 mm
 laser engraving (1C, 30 x 5 mm)

Cookie stamp "Snowflake"
04422

Newly
arrived

Cookie stamp also available as a set of 3 pieces.  
(Art.: 04423)

Art.: 04420 Cookie stamp „Snowflake“

Art.: 04421 Cookie stamp „Candy Cane“ 
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Also available as „Moon“ 04116 
and „Heart“ 04118 versions.

Cookie cutter set 
Emporte-pièces 04073 

Christmas is at the door! 4 plastic biscuit cutters in our handy storage 
box "Snackbox" (05247).

 plastic/PP   180 x 130 x 42 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 130 x 80 mm), IMould (4C, 191 x 134 mm)

Pastry cutter set "Sweet" with box 
Jeu d‘emporte-pièces de biscuits ″Sweet″  
avec leur boîtier 04122 

A small set for great baking and playing fun. Useful plastic box 
(05237) with 1 click closure with three pastry cutters. Heart (04118), 
moon (04116) and star (04117) are also manufactured from food-sa-
fe plastic.

 plastic/PP   ø 105 x 40 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 60 mm)

Pastry cutter set "Sweet" 
Jeu d'emporte-pièce "Sweet" 04119 

Into the bakery. Traditional pastry cutters made from food-safe plastic 
in the shape of a heart, a star and the moon in one set. Thanks to their 
flattened top side these pastry cutters guarantee easy and pleasant 
working.

 plastic/PP  
 non printable

Pastry cutter "Star" 
Emporte-pièce de biscuit "Étoile" 04117 

Traditional pastry cutter made from food-safe plastic in the shape of 
a star. Thanks to its flattened top side this pastry cutter guarantees 
easy and pleasant working.

 plastic/PP   ø 60 x 15 mm
 non printable

Cookie stamp also available as a set of 3 pieces.  
(Art.: 04423)
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Chopping board "Snack" 
Planche à découper "Snack" 05229 

Practical chopping board with hole for hanging. Ideal for snacks. 
IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PS   227 x 147 x 5 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 130 x 190 mm), IMould (4C, 156 x 236 mm)

Chopping board "Sandwich" 
Planche à découper "Goûter" 05228 

Practically sized chopping board with hole for hanging. For snacks. 
IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PS   175 x 115 x 4 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 140 x 100 mm), IMould (4C, 123 x 184 mm)
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Also perfect as a children‘s plate.

Cutting board "Lunch" 
Planche à découper "Lunch" 05264 

Cutting board made of plastic with smooth surface and juice rim. In 
addition, with finger hole for better hold and for hanging up.

 plastic/PS   246 x 143 x 6 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 10 x 80 mm), IMould (4C, 177 x 123 mm)

Cutting board "Universal" 
Planche à découper "Universal" 05284 

Practical cutting board made of sturdy plastic with juice rim and roun-
ded corners. Ideal for cutting and for a small snack. IMould finishing 
is possible.

 plastic/PS   220 x 140 x 4 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 190 x 115 mm), IMould (4C, 226 x 146 mm)

Plate "Barbecue" 
Plat "Barbecue" 05128 

Whether it is a barbecue party, picnic, or if you are travelling... this 
plate made of plastic is easy to transport, easy to clean and can be 
reused again and again. The small rim also prevents sauces or gravy 
running down. With the right motive, food even becomes twice as 
much fun. IMould finishing is possible.

 plastic/SAN   ø 250 x 22 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 243mm), IMould (4C, ø 199 mm)

Chopping board "Basic" 
Planche à découper "Basic" 05227 

Robust chopping board with grip hole. Ideal for hanging.

 plastic/PP   260 x 148 x 7 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 100 mm)
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Also available with a non-slip, 
smooth surface (Art.: 05116)
Also available with a non-slip, 
smooth surface (Art.: 05116)

05116 and 05069 can also be refined on the 
inside/outside border and on the back.

Robust finish in perfect 
photo quality

Especially good 
cleaning properties

Extraordinary  
stability

Top quality  
Made in Germany 

Special  
structure prevents  
cups and plates 
from slipping

Tray "Gastro-Pro 360" 
Plateau "Gastro-Pro 360" 05069 

Large, round plastic tray. Extraordinary stability and easy to clean. Top 
quality made in Germany. With special anti-slip coating and imould 
finish. A print on the bottom part is also possible.

 plastic/PS   ø 370 x 30 mm
 IMould (4C, ø 318 mm)
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Beer crate tray also available  
without anti-slip (Art.: 05043). The rim of the tray can be personalized in your 

colour of choice starting from 1000 pcs.

Extraordinary  
stability

Top quality  
Made in Germany 

Tray "Profi 320" 
Plateau "Profi 320" 05099 

Large, round tray with special anti-slip coating (on request). IMould 
labelling possible.

 plastic/PS   ø 320 x 45 mm
 IMould (4C, ø 313 mm)

Beer crate tray "Anti-slip" 
Plateau casier de bières "Antidérapant" 05039 

Fits any standard beer crate. With an ultra-brilliant IMould label in 
photo quality - made individually as of a quantity of 1,000 units. 
The special coating makes sure that nothing will slip from this 
tray. Ideal as a give-away with a crate.

 plastic   370 x 255 x 16 mm
 IMould (4C, 346 x 246 mm)

Tray "Gastro Professional 370" 
Plateau "Gastro-Profi 370" 05143 

Large and light serving plate made of stable plastic with special, finely 
structured anti-slip coating and flat edge. It has a very elegant look 
and thanks to the individual refinement on the top side, this catering 
item is the perfect advertising space. The rim of the tray can be perso-
nalized in your color of choice starting from 1,000 pcs.

 plastic/PS   ø 370 x 20 mm
 print on request
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Tray „Heart“ also available in two  
smaller versions. 
05048 „Midi-heart“
05047 „Mini-heart“

Tray "Service" 
Plateau "Service" 05042 

With 2 handles for convenient carrying and an ultra-brilliant IMould 
label in photo quality.

 plastic/PP   314 x 296 x 37 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 100 mm), IMould (4C, ø 276 mm)

Tray "Profi 240" 
Plateau "Profi 240" 05040 

Round tray made of break-proof plastic. The bottom and high edges 
offer useful finishing options.

 plastic/PS   ø 247 x 33 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 100 mm)

Tray "Bistro" 
Plateau "Bistrot" 05041 

Oval tray made of stable plastic with large advertising space and with 
a low edge for better handling. Perfectly suited for serving coffee or 
tea.

 plastic/PS   319 x 244 x 11 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 100 mm), IMould (4C, 214 x 284 mm)

Tray "Maxi-heart" 
Plateau "Maxi-coeur" 05049 

Large heart-shaped serving tray. Available in a large selection of 
colours. For those romantic moments and more.

 plastic/PS   270 x 315 x 20 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 100 mm)
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Tray „Heart“ also available in two  
smaller versions. 
05048 „Midi-heart“
05047 „Mini-heart“

06090 Menu card holder „Hill“ 
Can be produced as you request.

Your request are welcome!  
Plastic container for stacks of beer mats! 
06089 Beer coaster holder „Hill“

Ideal as a coaster stand.

Can be produced as you request.Can be produced as you request.

Plastic container for stacks of beer mats!

Ideal as a coaster stand.

Beer mat stand "Beer crate" 
Support à sous-bocks "Casier de bières" 04865 

Small box in the shape of a beer crate. For use as a notelet box or 
beer mat stand. Supplied unfilled.

 plastic/PS   104 x 75 x 67 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 80 x 20 mm)

Memo box "Zeta" 
Boîte porte-notes "Zeta" 04299 

A sophisticated memo box. The oblique form of the box enables an 
easy removal of the individual sheets. It is made entirely of plastic 
and is available in various colors. Delivery without content.

 plastic/PS   113 x 103 x 50 mm
 screen print (1C, 90 x 40 mm)

Beer mat stand "Tip" 
Support à sous-bock "Tip" 04862 

Made of stable plastic with large advertising space. Supplied unfilled.

 plastic/PS   145 x 57 x 50 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 120 x 40 mm)
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Bottle opener "Acrylic Colour" 
Décapsuleur "Acryl Color" 04205 

Unobtrusive bottle opener made of impact resistant acrylic with 
efficient use of advertising space.

 plastic   111 x 41 x 7 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 51 x 32 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 107 x 37 mm)

Bottle opener "Acrylic Transparent" 
Décapsuleur "Acryl Transparent" 04207 

Transparent bottle opener made of impact resistant acrylic. Adverti-
sing either by printing or as paper insert.

 plastic   111 x 41 x 7 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 51 x 32 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 110 x 41 mm)
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Bottle opener "Police stop" 
Décapsuleur "Bâton de police" 04029 

Round bottle opener with stainless platen and unusual shape.

 plastic   158 x 65 x 22 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 35 mm)

Bottle holder "Store" 
Support à bouteille "Store" 05120 

For cans and cups between 0.2 and 0.5 litres. Variable circumference. 
Suitable for virtually any kind of car - clip-on type.

 plastic/PP   73 x 130 x 130 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 20 x 15 mm)

Bottle holder "Bicycle" 
Support à bouteille "Vélo" 05077 

Bottle-holder for any bicycle. With two individually adjustable straps.

 plastic/PP   75 x 90 x 140 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 20 mm)

Beer bottle carry-all "Take 6" 
Porte-bouteilles "Take 6" 05005 

Foldable bottle carry-all for up to six beer or lemonade bottles. Ideal 
give-away with usage instructions. Easy assembly.

 plastic/PP   270 x 174 x 257 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 210 x 90 mm)
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Available also with lid, 
straw and belt holder

Art.: 05067 0.3 l 
Art.: 05068 0.4 l 
Art.: 05070 0.5 l 

Art.: 05086 Drinking cup „Deposit“ 0.3 l 

Art.: 05081 Drinking cup „Deposit“ 0.4 l 

Art.: 05084 Drinking cup „Deposit“ 0.5 l 

Drinking cup "Deposit" 0.3 l 
Gobelet "Consigne", 0,3 l 05086 

Stackable, break-proof, returnable cup made of transparent plastic 
with filling level mark. IMould labelling possible. Capacity: 0.3 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 87 x 114 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 195 x 60 mm), IMould (4C, 204 x 106 mm)
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Drinking cup „Maxi Cup“ in 2 other  
sizes available: 
Art.: 05080  0.2 l 
Art.: 05094  0.3 l

An advertising embrossing on the drinking 
edge can be applied as from 5,000 pieces.
An advertising embrossing on the drinking 
edge can be applied as from 5,000 pieces.

Drinking cup "Colour" 0.5 l 
Gobelet "Colour", 0,5 l 05088 

Cup with easy-grip structure. Available in a selection of colours. 
Without saucer. Capacity: 0.5 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 87 x 163 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 35 mm)

Drinking cup "Ergonomic" 0.2 l 
Gobelet "Ergonomie" 0,2 l 05098 

Patented cup with nose cutout and measuring scale 
(0.05/0.1/0.15/0.2 litres). Perfect for people who can't move their 
head back without help. Made of food safe, transparent plastic for 
easy monitoring of the fluid intake.

 plastic/PP   ø 68 x 118 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 15 x 50 mm)

Drinking cup "Maxi Cup" 0.4 l 
Gobelet "Maxi Cup", 0,4 l 05097 

Break-proof returnable cup, easy to grip thanks to light surface 
structure and edging. Advertising on drinking rim possible as of 5000 
units. Capacity: 0.4 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 83 x 130 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 60 mm)

Drinking cup "Colour" 0.4 l 
Gobelet "Colour", 0,4 l 05089 

Cup with easy-grip structure. Available in a selection of neon colours. 
Without saucer. Capacity: 0.4 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 87 x 136 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 190 x 90 mm)
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Drinking cup also available in a 0.4 litre version  
(Art.: 05083)

Cover suitable for items 05082, 05083,  
05084, 05081 and 05086.

Art.: 15083

Art.: 15082

Drinking cup "Rip" 0.4 l 
Gobelet "Rip", 0,4 l 05074 

Stackable, break-proof returnable cup with easy-grip structure.  
Capacity: 0.4 litres.

 plastic/PS   ø 85 x 115 mm
 screen print (1C, 250 x 25 mm)

Drinking cup "Returnable" 0.5 l 
Gobelet "Réutilisable", 0,5 l 05082 

Transparent plastic cup with filling level mark. Capacity: 0.5 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 87 x 164 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 190 x 100 mm)

Coaster and lid "2 in 1" 
Soucoupe et couvercle "2 en 1" 05031 

Usable as a mat or lid and available in a large selection of colours.

 plastic/PP   ø 88 x 8 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 55 mm)

Drinking cup "Party" 0.3 l 
Gobelet "Party", 0,3 l 05020 

Long drink cup available in a large selection of colours. Without mat. 
Capacity: 0.3 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 61 x 145 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm)
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Beer mug cover 
Couvercle de chope et de verre 04200 

Indispensable not only in summer. Beer mug cover with large adverti-
sing space. Can also be used as a mat. IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PS   ø 110 x 8 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 100 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, ø 110 mm)

Drinking cup "Drink safe" 
Gobelet "Trinksafe" 05065 

Tightly sealing drinking cup made of plastic with an additional large 
advertising space on the lid. Capacity: 0.33 litres.

 plastic/SAN   ø 70 x 140 mm
 screen print (≤ 4C, 150 x 90 mm)

Drinking cup set "Travel" 
Lot de gobelets "Travel" 05050 

It's picnic time. 4 stackable cups, with lid. Assorted colours with white 
lid. Capacity: 0.15 litres per cup.

 plastic/PP   ø 67 x 127 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 45 mm)

Drinking beaker "promotion" 
Gobelet "Promo" 05119 

Double layered beakers made from clear PS plastic. The selling point 
for these drinking beakers is the individually equipped depositor 
between the two layers. The depositor cannot be removed and gua-
rantees a durable product. Capacity: 0.3 litres.

 plastic/PS   ø 79 x 117 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm), digital print (≤ 4C, 180 x 120 mm)
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Other standard shapes are available.

05012 „Oval“ 
05013 „Square“ 
07893 „Round“

Beaker "Liquor" 
Gobelet "Liquor" 05118 

Transparent, high gloss polished beaker made of sturdy SAN (plastic) 
in the shape of a whiskey glass. When the beaker is filled with a co-
loured beverage the double wall creates a fantastic effect. With filling 
mark. Fill capacity: 0.2 litres.

 plastic/SAN   ø 85 x 100 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 40 x 22 mm)

Drinking cup "Caipi" 
Gobelet "Caipi" 05263 

Never break a glass on the counter again. Elegant cocktail glass 
consisting of stable and pleasantly smooth plastic. Practical design 
featuring 0.25 and 0.3 litres markings on exterior.

 plastic/SAN   ø 85 x 133 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 20 x 60 mm)

Cup "Tumble" 
Coupe à boire "Culbuto" 05133 

The little one, which contains a lot. Elegant spirits glass made of 
sturdy and pleasantly smooth plastic material. Handy with embossing 
of 0.25 litre marking.

 plastic/SAN   ø 85 x 83 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 17 x 42 mm)

Cocktail stirrer "Diamond" 
Bâton mélangeur à cocktail "Losange" 05060 

Millions of cocktails are consumed worldwide every day, but they are 
very rarely used for advertising purposes. A cocktail stirrer offers the 
perfect opportunity to draw attention to your brand or product.

 plastic/PS   193 x 48 x 3 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 17 mm)
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Other standard shapes are available.

05012 „Oval“ 
05013 „Square“ 
07893 „Round“

Art.: 14898Art.: 14898

Tea Cup 
Tea Cup 04900 

Unbelievable but true ... this unbreakable, thick-walled mug is made of 
Tritan. However, it almost looks like a glass cup. Enjoy your tea or other 
beverages in this great cup which is neutral in taste and odour. This 
special plastic material keeps hot beverages as warm as china and 
remains cooler on the outside. The large handle,the comfortable and 
round drinking edge and the stable shape make this cup indispensable. 
Filling quantity: 0.3 litres.

 plastic/tritan   ø 84 x 88 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 35 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 50 x 50 mm)

Mug "Arica" 
Tasse "Arica" 04898 

Unbelievable but true... this stable, thick-walled mug is made of pla-
stic. However, it almost looks like a porcelain cup. The large handle, 
the comfortable and round drinking edge and the stable shape make 
this mug indispensable. Filling quantity: 0.3 litres.

 plastic/ABS   ø 84 x 88 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 40 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 50 x 50 mm)

Tritan

Looks like glass

Insulating properties

Stable
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Embossed scale

 With removable  
screen

Also available with  
a transparent  

grey body

Shake it!
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Shaker "Protein" 
Shaker "Protein" 04456 

Prepare a protein shake after the work out. This transparent shaker 
with embossed scale divided in steps of 50 ml and screw cap with 
lockable drinking opening contains a removable screen so that the 
liquid and the shaking powder mix optimally. The shaker can be 
completely disassembled and therefore cleaned thoroughly. Filling 
quantity: 0.6 litres

 plastic/PP   ø 96 x 200 mm
 screen print (≤ 2C, 50 x 105 mm)

Shaker "Lagoon" 0.5 l 
Shaker "Lagoon" 0,5 l 05108 

Transparent cup and lid with screw top. Ideal for mixing of shakes or 
other mixed drinks including fill line. Filling quantity: 0.5 litre.

 plastic/PP   ø 90 x 220 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 210 x 60 mm)

Shaker "Multi" 
Shaker "Multi" 05066 

With translucent cup and full-colour twist off lid. Perfect for mixed 
drinks or for storing household ingredients. Capacity: 0.3 litres.

 plastic   ø 88 x 156 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 190 x 50 mm), IMould (4C, 106 x 204 mm)

Shaker "Bar" 450 ml 
Shaker "Bar" 450 ml 05058 

Shaker made of food-safe plastic with integrated bar sieve and tightly 
sealing plug. Large filling opening. Available in a large selection of 
colours. Capacity: 0.45 litres.

 plastic/SAN   ø 86 x 200 mm
 screen print (1C, 190 x 70 mm)

Art.: 14456
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Light,  
double-walled  

cup

Photo-realistic 
finish

Secure screw  
cap

Insulating

Guaranteed  
BPA-free

Odourless  
and tasteless

Dishwasher-safe 
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Coffee to go
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Cups also available with a felt sleeve. 
(Art.: 04575) 

Cups also available with a felt sleeve. 
(Art.: 04579) 

0,25 l 0,35 l

Our coffee cups and lids are available 
in multiple different colours.

Coffee mug "Premium" small 
Gobelet "Premium" small 04578 

For the small coffee to go. Useful to-go mug made from double-wal-
led plastic incl. lid with drinking opening. The lid is screwable and 
therefore is particularly tight on the mug. Fits also into the standard 
cup holders of cars. Filling quantity: 0.25 litres

 plastic/PP   ø 95 x 120 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 35 x 15 mm), IMould (4C, 280 x 121 mm)

Coffee mug "Premium" 
Gobelet "Premium" 04576 

For the coffee to go. Useful to-go mug made from double-walled pla-
stic incl. lid with drinking opening. The lid is screwable and therefore 
is particularly tight on the mug. Filling quantity: 350 ml

 plastic/PP   ø 95 x 155 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 35 x 15 mm), IMould (4C, 280 x 159 mm)
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The closure can be pushed  
back for drinking.

Click!

Realizable in many different colours.

The closure can be pushed 
back for drinking.

Click!

Insulated mug "Coffee To Go" 
Mug isotherme "Coffee to go" 05545 

Double-walled insulated mug made of plastics with screwable cap 
and slightly raised drinking rim. The drinking opening can be tightly 
closed by means of a hinged lid. Suitable for hot and cold beverages. 
Available in many different colours and as transparent version with 
insert. Made in Germany. Filling quantity: 0.35 litres.

 plastic   ø 82 x 190 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 80 mm), digital print
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Insert motif of the transparent 
version can be chosen freely.

The closure can be pushed  
back for drinking.

Realizable in many different colours.

Outer cup

Top part

Internal cup

Cap

Closure

Insulated mug "Gusto" 
Mug isotherme "Gusto" 05547 

Insulated mug made of plastics with screwable cap and slightly 
raised rim, made in Germany. The drinking opening can be closed by 
an extra hinged lid. Good insulating properties thanks to the double 
wall. Suitable for hot and cold beverages. Available in many different 
colours and as transparent version with insert. Filling quantity: 0.35 
litres.

 plastic   ø 82 x 190 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 80 mm), digital print
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Art.: 05105 Drinking bottle „Champion“ 0.7 l

Art.: 05059 Drinking bottle „Champion“ 0.55 l

Drinking bottle "Champion" 0.55 l 
Gourde "Champion" 0,55 l 05059 

Custom produced blow-moulded bottle. Practical click stopper with 
tightly sealing lid. Capacity: 0.55 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 75 x 184 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 190 x 85 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 105 x 80 mm)

Bottle and cap without  
plasticizers and  

substances of concern.

Suitable for all (non 
carbonated) beverages

Odourless and  
tasteless

Drink to go
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0.7 l 0.5 l

0.7 l 0.5 l

1.0 l

With filled rim, you can 
workout here with 1.2 kg.

The drinking bottle is also  
available with a capacity of 0.5L 
(Art.: 05129)

Also available with a suction closure. 
(Art.: 05078)

Also available with a suction closure. 
(Art.: 05076)

Drinking flask "Fitness" 0.7 l with suction lock 
Gourde "Fitness" 0.7 l avec bouchon d'aspira-
tion 05131 

The small sporty look. Plastic Bottle with practical grip groove and 
screw cap with suction lock. Ideal for single-handed use. Cover is 
completely removable and thus easier to clean. Weight: 0.7 litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 74 x 235 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 61 x 201 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 100 x 100 mm)

Drinking bottle "Bicycle" 0.7 l with cap 
Gourde "Vélo" 0,7 l avec capsule de fermeture 
05079 

Large bottle made of food-safe plastic with suction cap and easy-grip 
shape. Capacity: 0.7 litres. Other colours on request.

 plastic/PE   ø 80 x 250 mm
 screen print (1C, 210 x 70 mm)

Drinking bottle "Bicycle" 0.5 l with cap 
Gourde "Vélo" 0,5 l avec capsule de fermeture 
05075 

Made of food-safe plastic with cap and easy-grip structure. Capacity: 
0.5 litres. Other colours on request.

 plastic/PE   ø 78 x 178 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 70 x 70 mm), heat transfer (≤ 5C, 70 x 75 mm)

Drinking bottle "Power Bottle" 
Gourde "Power Bottle" 05085 

Bottle in the shape of dumb bells with cap. Easy to hold, even for 
children. Capacity: 1.0 litres.

 plastic/PE   ø 87 x 290 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 275 x 40 mm)

Drink to go

1.0 l

With filled rim, you can 
workout here with 1.2 kg.

Drinking bottle "Power Bottle"
Gourde "Power Bottle"
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Available in many 
different shapes.

05027 „Dolphins“ 
05026 „Squares“ 
05028 „Penguins“

Available in many 
different shapes.

05027 „Dolphins“
05026 „Squares“
05028 „Penguins“

Ice cube mould "Hearts" 
Bac à glaçons "Coeurs" 05029 

Flexible mould for 10 ice cubes shaped like a heart. The soft material 
makes it really ease to extract the ice cubes when frozen.

 plastic   220 x 105 x 20 mm
 non printable

Ice cube tray "Round" 
Flacons "ronds" 05030 

Plastic mould for 10 cylindrical ice cubes. Thanks to the soft but 
nonetheless strong material the moulds can be filled with water and 
the ice cubes can be removed with particular ease.

 plastic   220 x 105 x 16 mm
 non printable
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Bottle insulator "Vince" 
Rafraîchisseur de bouteilles "Vince" 05254 

Elegant bottle insulator consisting of robust plastic with practical grip 
slot.

 plastic/PP   ø 175 x 226 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 80 mm)

Ice cube box "Professional" 
Glacière pour glaçons "Profi" 04899 

Big ice cube box, comprising a drip pan for the melt water, an ample 
and transparent pan with holes in its floor and recessed grips on its 
side as well as a useful lid which can be attached laterally to the pan 
in order to always ensure a good stowing place. A logo can be engra-
ved onto the lid knob. Completely manufactured from plastic.

 plastic/ABS   320 x 250 x 235 mm
 print on request

Sweet dispenser 
Distributeur de bonbons 09051 

With removable lid for easy filling. Suitable for chocolates, chewing 
gum, sweets and more.

 plastic   ø 110 x 222 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 70mm)
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Deco box „Heart“ 

05267 Version „Mini“  
05262 Version „Maxi“  
05259 Version „Jumbo“ 

Deco box „Ball“

05315 Version „Mini“ 
05300 Version „Maxi“

Deco box „Egg“

05330 Version „Mini“

05300 Version „Maxi“05300 Version „Maxi“

These small two-parts tins made of transparent  
polystyrene with eyes to hang up can be used in many  
ways and can be fi lled individually. Available also in  
special colour upon request. Add food only when packed.

Deco box "Midi heart" 
Boule décorative "Coeur Midi" 05265 

Versatile for individual filling, this practical 2-part jar made of polysty-
rene with eye for hanging up. Custom colours on request. Foodstuffs 
need to be separately wrapped.

 plastic/PS   80 x 75 x 45 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 40 x 15 mm)

Deco box "Mini ball" 
Boule décorative "Boule Midi" 05310 

Versatile for individual filling, this large 2-part jar made of polystyrene 
with eye for hanging up. Custom colours on request. Foodstuffs need 
to be separately wrapped.

 plastic/PS   ø 80 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 35 mm)

Deco box "Maxi egg" 
Boule décorative "Oeuf Maxi" 05320 

Versatile for individual filling, this large 2-part jar made of polystyrene 
with eye for hanging up. Custom colours on request. Foodstuffs need 
to be separately wrapped.

 plastic/PS   ø 70 x 100 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm)
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Keeps together what 
belongs together.
Keeps together what 
belongs together.

Door stopper "Sign" 
Butoir de porte "Sign" 04045 

Trendy design and 2 practical functions. Can be used as a door stop 
and "Do not disturb" sign. Integrated hook for hanging on door knob.

 plastic/PS   160 x 87 x 17 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 50 mm)

Sock collector "Laundry" 
Assembleur de chaussettes "Laundry" 04436 

Never again fetch single socks from the washing machine. With the 
practical socks collectors, stockings etc can be washed in pairs and 
hung straight to dry thanks to the integrated hook. What belongs 
together is left together. Also ideal for using as a product hanger.

 plastic/PE   51 x 90 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 8 x 37 mm)

Fly swatter "Logo" 
Tapette à mouches "Logo" 07123 

Square fly swatter with extra large advertising space at centre. Availa-
ble in a large selection of colours.

 plastic/PP   350 x 90 x 8 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 30 mm)

Fly swatter "Kit" 
Tape-mouches "Maillot" 05501 

Kit shaped. With 1 advertising space on each side at the centre of the 
swatter. Available in a large selection of colours.

 plastic/PP   372 x 115 x 7 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 50 x 12 mm)
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Frame also available in  
brown and black on request.

Frame also available in  
brown and black on request.

Beach chair "Chillout Deluxe" 
Chaise longue "Chillout Deluxe" 08808 

Just RELAX! Adjustable beach chair made from European beech 
wood with robust polyester cover that can be individually printed 
by sublimation printing. Furthermore, the cover can be removed for 
washing. Carrying weight: 95 kg

 wood/beechwood   1480 x 610 x 60 mm
 sublimation printing (≤ 4C, 500 x 1450 mm) 

Beach chair "Chillout" 
Chaise longue "Chillout" 08494 

Be it the beach, the balcony or the garden ... Focus on chilling. Adjus-
table deck chair made from beech wood with polyester cover that can 
be individually printed on. The cover can be removed for washing.

 wood/beechwood   1380 x 590 x 60 mm
 sublimation printing (≤ 4C, 460 x 1300 mm) 

Just relax!
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Frame also available in  
brown and black on request.

Frame also available in  
black on request.

Art.: 07602 Beach chair „Harmony“

Art.: 09278 Beach chair „Classy“

Art.: 06110 Director‘s chair „Star“ Art.: 07601 Leisure chair „Sunshine“

Art.: 07596 Beach chair „Twice“

Art.: 08885 Beach chair „Recreo“ Art.: 08884 Beach chair „Piccola“Art.: 08884 Beach chair „Piccola“

Art.: 09278 Beach chair „Classy“

Art.: 06110 Director‘s chair „Star“

Wood

Wood

Wood

Wood

Alu- 
minium

Price from 50 pieces on request.
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21 cm 11 cm

Cutting board "Woody" wave 
Planche de coupe "Woody" Wave 08362 

Why always straight? The 8 mm thick cutting or sandwich board 
features a wave on one side which makes it particularly easier to hold 
and carry it. Perfect for serving previously prepared meals. Made from 
untreate beech wood. Wash by hand only.

 wood/beechwood   210 x 111 x 8 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 100 x 80 mm)

European wood

Compelling stability  
and quality

Chic and sustainable

True natural 
products
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40 cm

30 cm

30 cm

20 cm

ø 28 cm ø 24 cm

Cutting board "Woody" square, large 
Planche de coupe "Woody" rectangulaire, 
grande 08366 

There is quite a lot of space. Huge cutting and sandwich board made 
from 15 mm thick beech wood (untreated). With milled groove on the 
edge to prevent liquids from flowing down. Wash by hand only.

 wood/beechwood   400 x 300 x 15 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 100 x 100 mm)

Cutting board "Woody" round, XXL 
Planche de coupe "Woody" XXL, ronde 08364 

The large round one. Strong cutting or sandwich board with a thick-
ness of 28cm. With milled groove on the edge to prevent liquids from 
flowing down. Made from untreated beech wood. Wash by hand only.

 wood/beechwood   ø 280 x 13 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 100 x 100 mm)

Chopping board "Woody" round 
Planche à découper "Woody" ronde 06740 

Round. 1.3 cm chopping or sandwich board. With milled groove at 
edge to prevent liquid drips. Wash by hand only.

 wood/beechwood   ø 250 x 13 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, ø 100 mm)

Cutting board "Woody" square, medium 
Planche de coupe "Woody" rectangulaire,  
moyenne 08363 

Simply practical and essential for any household. 15 mm thick cutting 
or sandwich board. With milled groove on the edge to prevent liquids 
from flowing down. Made from untreated beech wood. Wash by hand 
only.

 wood/beechwood   300 x 200 x 15 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 100 x 100 mm)
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35 cm

16
 cm

ø 30 cm

Cutting board "Pizza" 
Planche à découper "Pizza" 08072 

Ideal for a normal-sized pizza (up to Ø 30 cm) for cutting and serving. 
The round tray with practical handle and hole is made from 13 mm 
thick beech wood and is shipped in shrink film with paper insert. 
Wash by hand only.

 wood/beechwood   ø 300 x 430 x 13 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, ø 100 mm)

Chopping board "Woody" with handle 
Planche à découper "Woody" avec poignées 
06741 

Classic. 8 mm chopping board with grip and practical hole for han-
ging on the wall or a rail in your kitchen. Food safe and splinter-free.

 wood/beechwood   350 x 160 x 8 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 120 x 200 mm)
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40.7 cm
28.4 cm

40.4 cm 30.4 cm
40.4 cm 30.4 cm

Cutting board "Burano" 
Planche à découper "Burano" 08376 

Large, massive cutting board made from beech wood (made in 
Europe) incl. juice groove and handle notch. This article is made from 
a natural product and may therefore vary in colour and look.

 wood/beechwood   407 x 284 x 21 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 200 x 80 mm)

Cutting board "Woody" heart 
Planche à découper "Woody" en coeur 08743 

A heart of wood. 10 mm thick cutting or sandwich board in a heart 
shape. With milled groove on the edge to prevent liquids from flowing 
down. Wash by hand only. shatterproof.

 wood   280 x 280 x 10 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 100 x 100 mm)

Grain wood board "Salerno" 
Planche en bois de grain "Salerno" 08375 

A serious household accessory. Large, massive grain wood board 
made from beech wood (made in Europe) with check pattern. This 
article is made from a natural product and may therefore vary in 
colour and look.

 wood/beechwood   404 x 304 x 40 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 200 x 200 mm)

ø 28 cm
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22 cm
22 cm

14
.7 

cm
Chopping board "Woody" rectangular 
Planche à découper "Woody" rectangulaire 
06739 

Strong. 1.5 cm thick chopping board with rounded edges. Wash by 
hand only.

 wood/beechwood   220 x 147 x 15 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 180 x 100 mm)

Wooden tray "Salento" 
Plateau en bois "Salento" 08377 

Classic tray made from beech wood (made in Europe) with a 2.3 cm 
high rim and two handles. Particularly appealing due to the ample 
usable area and the good craftsmanship. This article is made from a 
natural product and may therefore vary in colour and look.

 wood/beechwood   475 x 321 x 75 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 80 x 200 mm)

47.5 cm 32.1 cm
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Mallet "Timber" 
Attendrisseur "Timber" 08596 

One of the most typical kitchen utensils. Stable mallet completely 
made from beech wood. 32 spikes that can treat any kind of meat.

 wood/beechwood   302 x 44 x 78 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 30 x 55 mm)

Barbecue tong "Delano" 
Pince à barbecue "Delano" 08665 

Light but robust barbecue tong made from unpainted beech wood. The 
plain and functional shape with four inboard grooves each guaran-
tees safe turning of the grilled food. Perfectly suitable for CO2 laser 
finishing.

 wood/beechwood   300 x 20 x 83 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 110 x 13 mm)

Beer crate seat "Woody" 
Siège en caisse de bière "Woody" 08931

2 in 1. Robust beer crate seat made from unpainted beech wood of 
European origin that can also be used as chopping board. Suitable for 
all standard beer crates. On the bottom side there are two bars that 
guarantee a firm hold on the beer crate without slipping. Not suitable 
for cleaning in a dishwasher.

 wood/beechwood   400 x 300 x 25 mm
 CO2 laser (1C, 100 x 100 mm)

Can also be used as a  
cutting board.

Fits all standard beer crates.

Beer crate seat "Woody"
Siège en caisse de bière "Woody" 08931

2 in 1. Robust beer crate seat made from unpainted beech wood of 
European origin that can also be used as chopping board. Suitable for 

Can also be used as a Can also be used as a 
cutting board.cutting board.

Newly
arrived

Newly
arrived
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Menu card holder "Madera" 
Support de carte de menu "Madera" 08453 

For a natural look on the table. Rectangular menu card holder made 
from unpainted beech wood. Thanks to the continuous slot in the 
middle it can hold cards of different sizes.

 wood/beechwood   120 x 60 x 51 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 110 x 40 mm), CO2 laser (1C, 110 x 40 mm)

Menu card holder "Bosco" 
Support de carte de menu "Bosco" 08455 

A piece of nature on the table. Great menu card holder made from 
unpainted beech wood with beveled edges. Thanks to the continuous 
slot in the middle it can hold cards of different sizes.

 wood/beechwood   120 x 60 x 51 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 110 x 15 mm) CO2 laser (1C, 110 x 30 mm)

Newly
arrived

Newly
arrived
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Eco 34 / 94
 
The material is a compound of polypropylene copolymer and  
bio-based high-density polyethylene. 

For this material, we use a percentage of 34% (for the ECO 94, a percentage of 94%)  
bio-based carbon. Biodegradable plastics can be produced from a variety of  
plant-based raw materials. In addition to cellulose and sugar, it is primarily starch  
that plays a key role. The most important providers of starch are corn, 
wheat and potatoes. Thus, this material is also biodegradable.
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Eco cereal bowl 34 "Good Morning" 
Bol à muesli Eco 34 "Good Morning" 15135 

A bowl with surprise effect. Custom finishing by IMould is possible. 
Manufactured to 34 % from bioplastics. Available in three different 
colours.

 plastic/Eco 34 %    162 x 162 x 62 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 45 mm), IMould (4C, 89 x 89 mm)

Eco cereal bowl 34 "2 Colour" 
Bol à müsli Eco 34 "2 Colour" 15145 

With matt finish. One bowl made of two plastic parts which can 
be manufactured in different colours. The lower part of the bowel 
features an additional stand ring and is therefore particularly stable 
on the table. Stackable into each other and to be used as cereal or 
snack bowl. Manufactured to 34 % from bioplastics. Available in three 
different colours.

 plastic/Eco 34 %   ø 136 x 80 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 60 mm)

Frisch
eingetroffen
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Also available with an organic content of 94%. 
Art.: 25089 0.4 l

Also available with an organic content of 94%. 
Art.: 25088 0.5 l

Eco mug 34 "Arica" 
Tasse Eco 34 "Arica" 14898 

Unbelievable but true... this stable, thick-walled mug is made of pla-
stic. However, it almost looks like a porcelain cup. The large handle, 
the comfortable and round drinking edge and the stable shape make 
this mug indispensable. Manufactured to 34 % from bioplastics. 
Available in three different colours. Filling quantity: 0.3 litres

 plastic/Eco 34 %   ø 84 x 88 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 40 mm)

Eco drinking cup 34 "Colour" 0.4 l 
Gobelet Eco 34 "Colour", 0,4 l 15089 

Cup with easy-grip structure. Available in a selection of neon colours. 
Manufactured to 34 % from bioplastics. Available in three different 
colours. Capacity: 0.4 litres

 plastic/Eco 34 %   ø 87 x 136 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 190 x 90 mm)

Eco drinking cup 34 "Colour" 0.5 l 
Gobelet Eco 34 "Colour", 0,5 l 15088 

Cup with easy-grip structure. Available in a selection of colours. 
Manufactured to 34 % from bioplastics. Available in three different 
colours. Capacity: 0.5 litres

 plastic/Eco 34 %   ø 87 x 163 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 190 x 100 mm)

Eco storage jar 34 "Switch" 
Boîte de stockage Eco 34 "Switch" 15389 

It simply offers more. Lunchbox with double-click closure for safe 
closure and with plug-in hinge. The two halves can be produced in 
different colours and finished with an IMould motif for a larger adver-
tising space and a higher attention factor. Manufactured to 34 % from 
bioplastics. Available in three different colours.

 plastic/Eco 34 %   145 x 125 x 20 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 108 x 60 mm), IMould (4C, 73 x 123 mm)
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Art.: 05250 Storage box „Fresh box“

Art.: 05035 Storage box „Arena“

Art.: 05121 Bottle holder „Flexi“

Also available with an organic content of 94%. 
Art.: 25646

Eco flying disc 34 "Space Flyer 22" 
Disque volant Eco 34 "Space Flyer 22" 11321 

Game and fun for more movement. Top seller! Stackable, with ring 
structure. IMould labelling possible. Manufactured to 34 % from 
bioplastics. Available in three different colours.

 plastic/Eco 34 %   ø 216 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 110 mm), IMould (4C, ø 231 mm)

Eco spoon 34 
Cuillère Eco 34 15646 

Durable plastic spoon with rounded edges. Also ideal for feeding 
babies and small children. Available in many different colours. Manu-
factured to 34 % from bioplastics. Available in three different colours.

 plastic/Eco 34 %   145 x 31 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 5 x 45 mm)

Storage jar "Match" 
Boîte de stockage "Match" 14568 

Almost a little bit of retro, but really trendy. Great, spacious lunch-
box consisting of two square bowls that are held together by an 
elastic strap (65 % polyester, 35 % latex). The lid can be completely 
put over the bottom part, it can be easily removed thanks to the 
lateral openings. Manufactured to 34 % from bioplastics. Available 
in three different colours. IMould finishing possible.

 plastic/Eco 34 %   179 x 130 x 61 mm
 IMould (4C, 156 x 107 mm)

Eco Shaker 34 "Protein" 
Shaker Eco 34 "Protein" 14456 

Prepare a protein shake after the work out. This transparent shaker 
with embossed scale divided in steps of 50 ml and screw cap with 
lockable drinking opening contains a removable screen so that the 
liquid and the shaking powder mix optimally. The shaker can be com-
pletely disassembled and therefore cleaned thoroughly. Manufactu-
red to 34 % from bioplastics. Available in three different colours.

 plastic/Eco 34 %   ø 96 x 200 mm
 screen print (≤ 2C, 50 x 105 mm)

Also available with an organic content of 94%.

Eco spoon 34
15646

Durable plastic spoon with rounded edges. Also ideal for feeding 
babies and small children. Available in many different colours. Manu
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Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On RequestOn Request

0,25 l

Art.: 05266 Storage box „Gingerbread“Art.: 05250 Storage box „Fresh box“

Art.: 05035 Storage box „Arena“

Art.: 05278 Storage box „Pretzel box“

Art.: 05071 Hip flask „Magic“ 0.25 l

Art.: 05279 Storage box „Oval“

Art.: 05121 Bottle holder „Flexi“

Art.: 05286 Cutting board „Plus“
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Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request

Art.: 04077 Storage box „All-round“ Art.: 05113 Top hat Cavalier large

Art.: 05000 Drink crate clipper „Carry“ Art.: 04450 Coat hanger „Tie Butler“

Art.: 04313 Bottle lock „Secure“ large Art.: 04312 Bottle lock „Secure“ small

Art.: 08540 Newspaper box „Daily“ Art.: 04283 Jotter box „Beer crate“
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Includes lockable lid and  
matching key.

Savings box "Self-Made" 
Tirelire "Self-Made" 03770 

Perfect as an on-pack. This flat DIN A4 format savings jar is designed 
for easy assembly. Large advertising spaces on up to 6 sides of the 
cube.

 plastic/PS   80 x 80 x 80 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 55 x 55 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 76 x 76 mm)

Paper clip "Heart" 
Clip à papier "Coeur" 04216 

Light, flat note clamp in the shape of a heart. Perfect for mail shots 
and as a give-away.

 plastic/PS   59 x 46 x 1 mm
 screen print (1C, 34 x 11 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 60 x 46 mm)

Paper knife "Kombi" 
Coupe-papier "Kombi" 04256 

Practical and handy paper knife with integrated 6cm ruler.

 plastic/PS   110 x 50 x 3 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 65 x 13 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 50 x 110 mm)

Savings box "Piggy" 
Tirelire "Piggy" 03771 

Cute plastic piggy with print-on eyes, slot for coins, closable lid and 
matching key.

 plastic/PS   115 x 95 x 100 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 17 x 40 mm)

Includes lockable lid and Includes lockable lid and 
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Jotter box "Container" 
Boîte pour mémos "Container" 07121 

Classic note box with 2 extra compartments for keeping pens and 
other writing implements. Offers a large advertising space.

 plastic/PS   134 x 96 x 108 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 18 x 95 mm)

Jotter box "Cube" 
Boîte pour mémos "Cube" 04285 

Classic. Unobtrusive and purpose-built plastic box, filled with environ-
mentally friendly recycling paper. Offers large advertising space.

 plastic/PS   100 x 100 x 100 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 90 x 90 mm)

Memo box "Zeta" 
Boîte porte-notes "Zeta" 04299 

A sophisticated memo box. The oblique form of the box enables an 
easy removal of the individual sheets. It is made entirely of plastic 
and is available in various colors. Delivery without content.

 plastic/PS   113 x 103 x 50 mm
 screen print (1C, 90 x 40 mm)

Jotter box "Pen holder" 
Boîte pour mémos "Carquois à crayons" 04280 

Practical on any desk. Note box with 3 extra compartments for 
keeping pens and other writing implements. Filled with environmen-
tally friendly recycling paper.

 plastic/PS   106 x 106 x 68 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 15 x 50 mm)
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Enjoy painting and drinking .

Pen holder "Loop" 
Porte-crayons "Loop" 04214 

A real designer piece. The extravagant pen holder is made of flexible 
plastic and has an unparalleled zest. Simply turn, pull the narrow end 
through the slot and secure it with the corresponding rods. The pen is 
inserted into the appropriate hole from above and is always on hand 
on your desk.

 plastic/PE   60 x 110 x 70 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 4C, 60 x 15 mm)

Storage box "Lunch-Box" to paint on 
Boîte de provisions "Lunch-Box" à colorier 
05283 

The lunchbox with pastime. Great plastic box with 1 click closure 
and enough space for sandwiches with a lid to be painted with 
felt pens. The standard version of the box has a "farm" motif. The 
box is available with other motifs and colours upon request.

 plastic/PP   162 x 113 x 50 mm
 IMould (4C, 117 x 169 mm)

Drinking cup "Deposit" 0.4 l paintable 
Gobelet "Multiusage" 0,4 l à peindre 05125 

Enjoy painting and drinking. Milky transparent plastic beaker with fill 
marks and black all-round pressure contours for painting. Suitable for 
crayons. Washable. Fill capacity: 0.4 Litres.

 plastic/PP   ø 87 x 136 mm
 screen print (1C, 180 x 85 mm)

Painting book "Magic Paper" 
Livre de peinture "Magic Paper" 03051 

Simply magic. DIN A6 format. Conjure up 24 funny, invisible pictures 
onto the page. Supplied with rainbow pen. Customisable on request.

 paper/paperboard   180 x 113 x 2 mm
 screen print (1C, 20 x 15 mm)
 4+
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Available in many different 
colours and shapes.

Acrylic box "Hold-all" empty 
Boîte acrylique "Tube" vide 05257 

Round collectors box made of quality acrylic material with 
chamfered edge. Transparent or coloured and individually fillable. 
Supplied without content.

 plastic/PS   ø 145 x 217 mm
 screen print (1C, 240 x 100 mm)

Universal box "Mini Notes" 
Boîte universelle "Notes Mini" 04085 

Universal box with neon coloured post-it notes and 1 small wooden 
pencil. With snap fastener.

 plastic/PP   101 x 67 x 11 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 75 x 40 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 100 x 64 mm)

Paper clip holder "Magnet Pyramid" 
Porte-trombones "Pyramide magnétique" 
04438 

The magnetic points on the inside keep the paper clips magically 
attracted to the pyramid. Supplied with 50, colourful, plastic coated 
paper clips.

 plastic/PS   97 x 97 x 69 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 75 x 85 mm)

Mobile phone dock "PowerPort Holder" 
Support pour téléphone portable "PowerPort 
Holder" 03031 

Mobile phone charger dock consisting of base and mount. 5 different 
mounts available (oval, round, rectangular, square, and hand).

 plastic/PS   165 x 105 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 50 mm)

Box also available without contents. 
(Art.: 04084)

They fit  
on every

desk
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Pencil sharpener "Heart" 
Taille-crayon "Coeur" 04284 

Advertising from the heart. Pencil sharpener with a very long working 
life. Available in various shapes it is perfect for various promotion 
activities.

 plastic   65 x 59 x 34 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm)

Art.: 03311 Eraser „Round“ 

Art.: 03312 Eraser „Square“ 

Art.: 04291 Pencil sharpener „Helmet“ 

Art.: 04284 Pencil sharpener „Heart“ 
 

Art.: 04046  
Eraser „Pill“ 
 

Art.: 04289 Pencil sharpener „Jeans“ 

Art.: 04306 Pencil sharpener „Trash Can“ 

They fit  
on every

desk
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Art.: 03882 Ruler „16 cm“  
incl. UV digital print 

„16 cm“, „20 cm“ and „30 cm“ rulers are also 
available without black printed scale.

Art.: 03883 Ruler „16 cm“  
Art.: 03884 Ruler „20 cm“ 
Art.: 03885 Ruler „30 cm“

Art.: 03881 Ruler „20 cm“  
incl. UV digital print 

Art.: 03880 Ruler „30 cm“  
incl. UV digital print 
 

Art.: 03715 Ruler „Poly-S“ 
 

Art.: 04273 Magnifying glass „Ruler 4 x“ 
 

Rulers with embossing 
on the back. 

Ruler "16 cm" incl. UV digital print 
Règle "16 cm" incluse impression numérique 
UV 03882 

Sturdy 16 cm long ruler made from plastic incl. moulded-on millimeter 
scale on one side, black scale printing and individual four-colour 
customer motif on the other side. In this way, both sides of the ruler 
can be used. Printing on both sides upon request. Hole on one side.

 plastic/PS   180 x 28 x 2 mm
 UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 178 x 20 mm)
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Art.: 03703  
Template set „Elastograph“ 
 
      7+

Art.: 03709  
Ruler „Letter template“ 
 

Art.: 02022  
Ruler triangle „Classic“ 
 

Template "ABC" 
Pochoir "ABC" 03710 

100% legible writing. Template with 8cm scale, ABC and numeric 
template.

 plastic/PS   104 x 85 x 1 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 20 x 20 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 85 x 104 mm)

For all artists
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Magnet "Square" 
Magnet "Carré" 04011 

Square magnet. Magnets help you pin your advertising message to 
the fridge, desk or magnetic board. Custom designs on request.

 plastic   42 x 42 x 7 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 35 x 35 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 40 x 40 mm)

Art.: 04002 Magnet „Oblong Maxi“ 
 

Art.: 04004 Magnet „Square Mini“ 
 

Art.: 04008 Magnet „Schwein“ 
 

Art.: 04014 Magnet „Crown cap“ 

Art.: 04033 Magnet „Nutshell“ 

Art.: 04006  
Magnet „Square Maxi“ 

Art.: 04013 Magnet „Head“ 
 

Art.: 04009 Magnet „Triangle“ 

Art.: 04012 Magnet „Round“ 
 

Art.: 04003 Magnet „Area“ 
 Art.: 04018 Magnet „Oblong Mini“ 
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04431 „A4 black“ writing board  
at a special price.
04431 „A4 black“ writing board 
at a special price.

Message board "DIN A4 colour" 
Écritoire "DIN A4 couleur" 04435 

DIN A4 clipboard with alignment rule, clamp with metal spring, 
business card holder above clamp, groove for pen and scale. Supplied 
without accessories.

 plastic/PS   342 x 240 x 31 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 170 x 35 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 336 x 236 mm)

Message board "DIN A5" 
Écritoire "DIN A5" 04428 

DIN A5 clipboard with alignment rule, groove for pen, scale and clamp 
with metal spring.

 plastic/PS   270 x 177 x 28 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 150 x 150 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 36 x 123 mm)

Message board "DIN A4" 
Écritoire "DIN A4" 04429 

DIN A4 clipboard with alignment rule, groove for pen and clamp with 
metal spring. Supplied without accessories.

 plastic/PS   340 x 230 x 26 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 170 x 25 mm)

Message board "DIN A4 black" 
Écritoire "DIN A4 noire" 04431 

DIN A4 clipboard with alignment rule, groove for pen, scale and clamp 
with metal spring. Supplied without accessories. Made of recycled 
material.

 plastic/PS   340 x 240 x 29 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 100 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 45 x 190 mm)Art.: 04012 Magnet „Round“ 
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Magnifying glass with handle "Handle 3 x" 
Loupe de style "Handle 3 x" 04278 

Stable plastic magnifying glass, 50mm diameter, 3x magnification, 
handle for easy holding.

 plastic   147 x 62 x 9 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 60 x 12 mm)

For all those 
who want to 
see things 
in detail!

Art.: 04277 Magnifying glass  
with handle „Handle 5 x“ 

Art.: 04278 Magnifying glass  
with handle „Handle 3 x“ 

Art.: 04279  
Magnifying glass with handle  
„Handle 4 x“ 

4x 
magnification

3x 
magnification

5x 
magnification
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Magnifying glass "Bookmark" 
Loupe "Marque-page" 04218 

Practical pair. Flat magnifying glass which can be used as a book-
mark.

 plastic/PS   80 x 36 x 2 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 22 x 5 mm)

Magnifying glass "Slide" 
Loupe "Slide" 04217 

Very handy and well protected. Handy folding magnifying glass with 
coloured case.

 plastic/PS   ø 50 x 9 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 35 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, ø 50 mm)

Magnet "Magnifying glass" 
Magnet "Loupe" 04001 

5x magnification. Have a magnifying glass at hand for reading the 
menu or map. Magnets help you pin your advertising message to 
the fridge, desk or magnetic board.

 plastic   66 x 30 x 12 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 20 mm)

5x 
magnification
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Upright magnifying glass "Jupiter 2" 
Loupe sur pied "Jupiter 2" 04026 

Magnifying glass with 5x magnification, coloured rim and 4cm mea-
suring scale in bottom. No need to hold in place.

 plastic   ø 72 x 61 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 20 x 25 mm)

Upright magnifying glass "Measurement 8 x" 
Loupe sur pied "Measurement 8 x" 04233 

Stable magnifying glass with large 24mm lens aperture, 8x magnifica-
tion, 3cm sight field and 32g weight.

 plastic   47 x 40 x 44 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 15 mm)

Upright magnifying glass "Micro" 
Loupe sur pied "Micro" 04240 

Stable magnifying glass with large 24mm lens aperture, 3cm sight 
field and just 30g weight.

 plastic   39 x 39 x 43 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 10 mm)

Upright magnifying glass "Box" 
Loupe sur pied "Box" 04023 

Practical magnifying glass with 4cm measuring scale in bottom. Sim-
ply place on the image you wish to magnify. No need to hold in place.

 plastic   ø 79 x 82 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 215 x 60 mm)
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Magnifying glass "Measurement 10 x" 
Loupe "Measurement 10 x" 04271 

Upright magnifying glass with binocular look. 10x magnification, 
17mm lens aperture, 15mm sight field, 25g weight.

 plastic   44 x 35 x 40 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 15 x 5 mm)

Magnifying glass "Fold 5 x" 
Loupe "Fold 5 x" 04272 

Very popular with printers. Folding upright magnifying glass with 5x 
magnification, 25mm lens aperture, 25x25mm sight field and 25g 
weight.

 plastic   57 x 39 x 55 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 20 mm)

Magnifying glass "Double 3 x/6 x" 
Loupe "Double 3 x / 6 x" 04267 

2 magnifying glass with 3x and 6x magnification. Lens aperture 
23x23mm, weight 26g, sight field: 50x55mm = 3x, 25x25mm = 6x.

 plastic   82 x 35 x 13 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 10 mm)
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Keyring "Address clapper board" 
Porte-clés "Clap de film adresse" 04296 

And action! ... let the show begin. Key fob shaped like a clapperboard. 
With fold-out address part and keyring.

 plastic   56 x 36 x 7 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 20 x 10 mm)

Pencil holder "Clapper board" 
Carquois à crayons "Clap de film" 04293 

And action! ... let the show begin. Practical office utensil in the shape 
of a clapper board. Paper and pencils on request.

 plastic   153 x 40 x 85 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 55 x 40 mm)

Keyring "Mini clapper board" 
Porte-clés "Mini clap de film" 04295 

And action! ... let the show begin. Small key fob in clapperboard 
design.

 plastic   45 x 30 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 15 mm)

Pencil sharpener "Clapper board" 
Taille-crayon "Clap de film" 04298 

And action! ... let the show begin. Pencil sharpener in clapper board 
design. An advertising article with a very long working life. Available in 
various shapes it is perfect for various promotion activities.

 plastic   75 x 20 x 48 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 25 mm)
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Keyring "Magnifying glass clapper board" 
Porte-clés "Clap de film loupe" 04297 

And action! ... let the show begin. Key fob shaped like a clapperboard 
with 5x fold-out magnifying glass.

 plastic   56 x 36 x 7 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 20 x 20 mm)

Magnet "Clapper board" 
Magnet "Clap de film" 04307 

And action! ... let the show begin. Magnet in the shape of a clapper 
board. Magnets help you pin your advertising message permanently 
to the fridge, desk or magnetic board. Custom designs on request.

 plastic   55 x 40 x 6 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 20 x 15 mm)

Paper clip "Clapper board" 
Pince à papier "Clap de film" 04294 

And action! ... let the show begin. Light, flat note clamp in the shape 
of clapper board. Perfect for mail shots and as a give-away.

 plastic   60 x 50 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 20 x 20 mm)
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Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request

84 On Request

Art.: 04265 Note holder „Multi-Top“ Art.: 04010 Promotion Case „Junior“

Art.: 04076 Patience games traffic „Rectagle“ Art.: 04005 Promotion Case „Basic“

Art.: 04020 Promotion Case „Bambino“ Art.: 05410 Cable tidy „Deejay“

Art.: 03772 Savings box „Style“ Art.: 04283 Jotter box „Beer crate“

Art.: 04076 Patience games traffic „Rectagle“

Art.: 04010 Promotion Case „Junior“

Art.: 04005 Promotion Case „Basic“ Art.: 04139 Note holder „Magnet ball“

Art.: 04141 Note holder „Magnet triangle“

Art.: 04405 Paper knife „Mr. Fun“

On Request



Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request

85On Request

Art.: 04010 Promotion Case „Junior“

Art.: 04140 Note holder „Magnet square“Art.: 04139 Note holder „Magnet ball“

Art.: 04141 Note holder „Magnet triangle“

Art.: 04222 Paper knife „Multi“

Art.: 04269 Paper knife „Ruler & lens“

Art.: 04213 Pen holder „Pen clip“

Art.: 04405 Paper knife „Mr. Fun“

Art.: 05252 Tidy box „Papers“Art.: 05252 Tidy box „Papers“

Art.: 04269 Paper knife „Ruler & lens“

On Request

Art.: 04222 Paper knife „Multi“



Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request

86 On Request

Art.: 04290 Picture frame „Lux“ Art.: 03792 Button „Colour-Clip“

Art.: 03790 Button „Self-Made“ Art.: 03202 Timetable „Fairytale castle“

Art.: 03203 Timetable „Dinosaur“ Art.: 03215 Timetable „Dolphin“

Art.: 03216 Timetable „Mice“

03221 „Penguin“
03223 „Hedgehog“

03219 „Parrot“ 

Art.: 03215 Timetable „Dolphin“

03223 „Hedgehog“
03219 „Parrot“



mediumstrong

light

Fitness box also available with light and medium strap 
 
Art.: 09401 Fitness box „Medium“ 
 
Art.: 09391 Fitness box „Light“ 

Fitness box "Strong" 
Boîtier fitness "Forte" 09402 

Elegant box (05134) filled with the rubbed band "Loop" strong 
(09385). Incl. instructions for different muscle exercises. There is 
additional space for one's own odds and ends.

 plastic/PP   101 x 78 x 30 mm
 screen print (1C, 65 x 48 mm)

strong
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Art.: 09395 
Gym-Box „light“

Art.: 09397 
Gym-Box „strong“

Art.: 09395

strong

medium

light

Gym-Box "medium" 
Boîte de gym "Moyenne" 09396 

Compact training set, consisting of storage case "snack-box" (05247), 
the light gymnastic band (09380) and the "squeeze" hand trainer 
(09443). Work on the various low impact muscle groups and keep fit.

 plastic   185 x 128 x 44 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 130 x 80 mm), IMould (136 x 193 mm)

light

strong

medium
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Art.: 09393 
Fitness center „To Go“ medium

Art.: 09392 
Fitness center „To Go“ light

light

strong

medium

Fitness center "To Go" strong 
Salle de sport "To Go" Forte 09394 

Simply train anywhere. Flexible gymnastic band (09382) for training 
and working different muscles and muscle groups as well as 
strengthening the back. Diverse, low impact exercises using this band 
creates a better sensation for your body. Resistance: light. Packed in 
our "slim" storage tin (05241). Imould finishing is possible.

 plastic   185 x 128 x 18 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 140 x 80 mm), IMould (4C, 136 x 197 mm)

medium

medium

strong

lightlight
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light

Smallest Fitness studio 
La plus petite salle de sport 09389 

Keep fit. This small set enables effective training at any time, any pla-
ce. The ring shaped rubber band (09383) is suitable for many various 
exercises and for enhancing various muscle groups. Resistance: light. 
Packed in a flat plastic box with a clicking lock (04084), that can be 
individually refined or personalised and these are also available in 
many different colours.

 plastic   101 x 67 x 11 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 75 x 40 mm), UV-digital print (5C, 100 x 64 mm)

Skipping rope "Jump" 
Corde à sauter "Jump" 01450 

Made of flexible plastic with an individually adjustable rope length. 
Advertising possible on plastic handles.

 plastic   ø 23 x 2720 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 55 x 10 mm)
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Art.: 01305 Flying disc  
„Space Flyer 12“ ø 150 mm 
(without ring structure)

Art.: 01315 Flying disc  
„Space Flyer 18“ ø 180 mm 
(without ring structure)

Art.: 01327 Flying disc  
„Space Flyer 21“ ø 210 mm 
(without ring structure)

Art.: 01330 Flying disc „Space Flyer 
Trendy Satin 22“ ø 220 mm 
(with ring structure)  

Art.: 01321 Flying disc  
„Space Flyer 22“ ø 220 mm 
(with ring structure) 

Art.: 01316 Flying disc  
„Space Flyer 24“ ø 240 mm 
(with ring structure) 

Art.: 01317 Flying disc  
„Space Flyer 26“ø 260 mm 
(with ring structure) 

Flying disc "Space Flyer 22" 
Disque volant "Space Flyer 22" 01321 

Game and fun for more movement. Top seller! Stackable, with ring 
structure. IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PP   ø 216 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 110 mm), IMould (4C, ø 231 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying discs 
in many 

different sizes

Art.: 11321
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Flying disc "Discus 22" 
Disque volant "Disque 22" 01322 

Fun and games for more action. Without ring structure.

 plastic/PP   ø 220 x 25 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 160 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying disc "Professional 23" 
Disque volant "Pro 23" 01323 

Fun and games for more action. Ring structure.

 plastic/PP   ø 230 x 31 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 150 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying disc "Maxi 22" 
Disque volant "Maxi 22" 01320 

Fun and games for more action. Ring structure.

 plastic/PP   ø 220 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 110 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying Disc "Discus 15" 
Disque volant "Disque 15" 01310 

Fun and games for more action. Without ring structure.

 plastic/PP   ø 148 x 25 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 95 mm)
 4+, 6
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Very robust flying disc, also 
withstands sharp dog´s teeth!

Flying disc "Ufo 22" 
Disque volant "UFO 22" 01328 

Fun and games for more action. Stackable, with ring structure. IMould 
labelling possible. Without ring structure on request.

 plastic/PP   ø 220 x 19 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 125 mm), IMould (4C, ø 233 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying disc "Elastic Flyer" 
Disque volant "Elastic Flyer" 01331 

This Flyer is pretty sturdy due to the special flexible plastic  
material. Also the item have good flying characteristics.  
Due to the strong material this Flyer can also be used as toy  
for dogs or other animals without any material breakage.

 plastic   ø 220 x 24 mm
 IMould (4C, ø 231 mm)
 4+, 6
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Flying disc "Heli 30" 
Disque volant "Heli 30" 01341 

Fun and games for more action. Clever throwing game with excellent 
flying characteristics thanks to new shape.

 plastic/PP   ø 290 x 11 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 35 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying disc "Sound 26" 
Disque volant "Sound 26" 01355 

Fun and games for more action. Light flying disk made of plastic with 
sound effect on throwing.

 plastic/PP   ø 262 x 45 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 140 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying disc "X-tra 13" 
Disque volant "X-tra 13" 01308 

Fun and games for more action.

 plastic/PP   ø 130 x 14 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 64 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying disc "Ring 25" 
Disque volant "Ring 25" 01340 

Fun and games for more action. Ultra light flying ring made of plastic. 
Ideal for travelling.

 plastic/PP   ø 250 x 10 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 218 mm)
 4+, 6
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Also available as „Super-Flyer Mini 20“.  
(Art.: 01345)

Flying disc "Mini 10" 
Disque volant "Mini 10" 01300 

Fun and games for more action. Ring structure.

 plastic/PP   ø 98 x 11 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 60 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying disc "Saturn 15" 
Disque volant "Saturn 15" 01336 

Fun and games for more action. Small and practical with good flight 
qualities.

 plastic/PP   ø 142 x 6 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 50 mm)
 4+, 6

Throwing game "Mini pinball 50" 
Jeu de lancer "Mini-Flipper 50" 01185 

Insert the disk in the hand cocking mechanism and flick away. Fun 
guaranteed!

 plastic/PP   ø 46 x 6 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm)
 4+, 6

Flying disc "Super Flyer Maxi 30" 
Disque volant "Super Flyer Maxi 30" 01350 

Fun and games for more action. Excellent flying performance thanks 
to aerodynamic shape.

 plastic/PP   ø 290 x 15 mm
 screen print (1C, 38 x 18 mm)
 4+, 6
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Cheaper version also available in black. 
01413 Beach ball set „Black Star“

Boomerang "Maxi" 
Boomerang "Maxi" 01370 

Fun for the whole family! With good flight qualities and ideal for 
travelling.

 plastic/PS   410 x 43 x 6 mm
 screen print (1C, 110 x 20 mm)
 4+, 6

Table tennis set "Robust" 
Kit de tennis de table "Massif" 01420 

Roughened bat surface to drive the ball. The set includes 2 bats with 
grip grooves and 1 soft ball.

 plastic/PP   265 x 160 x 40 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 120 mm)
 6+, 1

Beach ball set "Colour" 
Kit de Beachball "Colour" 01412 

Bat with flat surface and grippy handle. Set of 2 coloured bats and 
one ball.

 plastic/PP   375 x 244 x 40 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, ø 150 mm)
 6+, 1

Boomerang "Mini" 
Boomerang "Mini" 01368 

Fun for the whole family! With good flight qualities and ideal for 
travelling.

 plastic/PS   320 x 34 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm)
 4+, 6

Sliding 
puzzles
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Art.: 03045 
Sliding puzzle 

 „Frame 15“

Art.: 03464 
Sliding puzzle  

„Space 14“

Art.: 03461 
Sliding puzzle  

„Frame 62“

Art.: 03463 
Sliding puzzle  

„Frame 16“

Art.: 03462 
Sliding puzzle  

„Space 15“

Sliding puzzle "Frame 62" 
Puzzle coulissant "Frame 62" 03461 

Tricky sliding puzzle with 62 moving parts and 1 stopper. Individual 
printing up to 4 colours possible. Large and impressive advertising 
space.

 plastic/PS   150 x 125 x 8 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 97 x 125 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 148 x 120 mm)
 6+, 1

Sliding puzzle "Frame 62"
Puzzle coulissant "Frame 62"

Tricky sliding puzzle with 62 moving parts and 1 stopper. Individual 

Sliding 
puzzles
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With printable single colour discs  
or 4C-printed insert. 
 
Art.: 01154 Yo-yo „Tricky“ 

Top „Stand-up“ also available 
in small (01175).

Top "Stand-up large" 
Toupie "Tippe-Top grande" 01178 

The stand-up top will stand on its head if spun correctly!

 plastic/PS   ø 33 x 39 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 15 mm)
 3+

Top "Hurricane" 
Toupie "Hurricane" 03431 

Printing on the applied foil creates interesting motif games. Supplied 
in transparent cube.

 plastic   ø 40 x 33 mm
 tampo pad print (1C, ø 33 mm)
 3+

Yo-yo "Tricky Colour" 
Yo-yo "Tricky-Colour" 01150 

With trick characteristics and printable single-colour disks on sides.

 plastic/PS   ø 56 x 37 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 45 mm)
 6+

Top "Top" 
Toupie "Top" 01179 

Top with ideal advertising space on upper side. Available in a variety 
of colour combinations.

 plastic/PS   ø 41 x 29 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 33 mm)
 3+
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Yo-yos in many different  
shapes and colours. 
 
01  01110 „Jeans“ 
02  01140 „Ball“ 
03  01118 „Mail Me“ 
04  01135  „Professional“ 
05 01116 „Square“  
06 01115 „Triangle“ 
07 01114 „Maxi-Disc“ 
08 01113 „Mini-Disc“ 
09 01117 „Heart“ 
10 01160 „Crown cap“

01

06

05

10

04

09

03

08

02

01

07

06

01
01

05
04

02
03

09

10

0808

07

06

06

Yo-yo "Pro-Motion" 
Yo-yo "Pro-Motion" 01120 

Top seller! Classic yo-yo made of plastic with glossy surface.

 plastic/PS   ø 55 x 30 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 40 mm)
 6+

With printable single colour discs  
or 4C-printed insert. 
 
Art.: 01154 Yo-yo „Tricky“ 
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Patience game "Football" 
Jeu de patience "Football" 04069 

Football look patience game. With 1 ball and 2 integrated goals.

 plastic/PS   70 x 45 x 10 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 55 x 30 mm), digital print (4C, 40 x 56 mm)
 4+

Patience game "Duo Labyrinth" 
Jeu de patience "Labyrinthe Duo" 03595  

Shape, colour and picture insert customisable.

 plastic/PS   65 x 65 x 8 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 55 x 55 mm)
 4+

Art.: 03508 Patience game  
„Midi round“ 

Art.: 03518 Patience game  
„Midi square“ 

Art.: 03509 Patience game  
„Maxi round“

Art.: 03515 Patience game  
„Rectangle“

Art.: 04065 Patience game  
„Square“ 

Art.: 03513 Patience game  
„Flipper“ 

Art.: 03505 Patience game  
„Mini round“ 
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Pussycat patience games in different 
colours and shapes available.

Patience game "Happy Time STANDARD" 
Jeu de patience "Happy Time STANDARD" 
03565  

Available with individual insert or imprint. Insert on request.

 plastic/PS   82 x 65 x 8 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 55 x 14 mm), digital print (4C, 85 x 67,5 mm)
 4+

Pussycat patience game "Ballgame" 
Jeu de patience Pussycat "Jeu de billes" 03412  

Tricky patience game with three metal balls. Available in a large 
selection of colours.

 plastic/PS   92 x 74 x 7 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 60 mm)
 4+

Art.: 03550 Patience game  
„Happy Time SCORE“ 

Art.: 03585 Patience game  
„Happy Time HANDICAP“ 

Art.: 03580 Patience game  
„Happy Time BIRDY“ 

Art.: 03560 Patience game  
„Happy Time FAIRWAY“ 

Art.: 03575 Patience game  
„Happy Time EAGLE“ 

Art.: 03570 Patience game  
„Happy Time GREEN“ 
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Dice game "Quick combinations" 
Jeu de dés "Réfléchir vite" 03210 

Letter dice game. 13 white wooden dice in locking plastic cup.

 plastic/PE   ø 72 x 83 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm)
 8+, 1

Travel game "Peg game mini" 
Jeu de voyage "Min jeu à enficher" 03030 

2-sided travel game "Play along" and "Checkers" in a folding plastic 
case which is also used to store the pieces and dice.

 plastic/PP   110 x 110 x 17 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 25 x 25 mm)
 6+, 1

Brain teaser "4 Wins" 
Jeu de réflexion "Gagne avec 4" 03150 

Tactical game for 2 players. With removable board and cups to hold 
chips.

 plastic/PS   129 x 95 x 105 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm)
 6+, 1

Dice cup "Combi" with 5 dice 
Cornet à dés "Combi" avec 5 dés 03230 

20 exciting dice games possible. 5 wooden dice in locking plastic cup.

 plastic/PE   ø 72 x 83 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm)
 6+, 1
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Also available in a resealable 
transparent sleeve.

03226 Dice game „The big throw“  
in case

Dice game "The big throw" in plastic box 
Jeu de dés "Le grand jet" dans une boîte en 
plastique 03227 

Game board, game instructions and 5 coloured wooden dice. Packed 
in flat plastic case.

 plastic/PP   206 x 88 x 16 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 75 x 150 mm)
 6+, 1

Play money dish 
Coupelle à pièces 03212 

Flat plastic tray for collecting small change. Ideal when playing cards.

 plastic/PP   ø 100 x 21 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 40 mm)
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Guaranteed BPA-free

Resistant to the cold

Sturdy handle

Available in multiple 
different colours

Large advertising 
space

Winter fun for everyone!
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Sledge "Jumbo" 
Luge "Jumbo" 01840 

Light, fast and resilient to cold. With practical holding grip and large 
advertising space.

 plastic/PE   560 x 405 x 19 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 40 mm)
 4+, 4

Sledge "Standard" 
Luge "Standard" 01830 

Light, fast and resilient to cold. With handle and large advertising space.

 plastic/PE   440 x 333 x 4 mm
 screen print (1C, 200 x 100 mm)
 4+, 4
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Sledge "Glide Midi" 
Luge "Glide Midi" 01835 

Light, fast and resilient to cold. With holder/carrying handle and large 
advertising space. IMould labelling only available for white model.

 plastic/PE   520 x 345 x 38 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 100 mm), IMould (4C, 263 x 295 mm)
 4+, 4

Sledge "Seat" 
Luge "Seat" 01836 

Light, fast and resilient to cold. Ergonomic sledge with 1 carrying 
handle and 2 holding grips.

 plastic/PE   510 x 450 x 12 mm
 screen print (1C, 60 x 200 mm)
 4+, 4

Snow glider "Olymp" 
Pelle à neige "Olymp" 01837 

Snow gliding fun for all. Round snow glider made of sturdy plastic 
with 2 handles and elevated rim. Seating area can be finished with 
IMould.

 plastic/PE   445 x 435 x 75 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 80 mm), IMould (4C, ø 315 mm)
 4+, 4
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Wooden sledges also available in 
small for children. (Art.: 08850)
Wooden sledges also available in 
small for children. (Art.: 08850)

Wooden sledge "Classic" 
Luge en bois "Classic" 07973 

Sledge with slat seat, plastic covers on both front ends of sledge, 
runners and screws corrosion protected. You can fit a backrest to 
the sledge. Sledge also available in lengths 900, 1000, 1100 and 
1200mm.

 wood   800 x 370 x 260 mm
 plotter (4C, 24 x 99 mm)
 4+, 4

Wooden sledge "Snow" large 
Traineau en bois "Snow" grand 08851 

Classic wooden sledge made from European beech wood. The seat 
is made out of 100 % polyester and is available in many colours. TÜV 
certified. Carrying weight: 90 kg

 wood/beechwood   1000 x 370 mm
 print on request
 4+, 4

Newly
arrived
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Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request

108 On Request

Art.: 03491 Pussycat patience game „Dymaxion One“

Art.: 03022 Motif puzzle „The enigma of the cross“

Art.: 01445 Tennis set  
„Pro Colour“

Art.: 03400 Pussycat 3D patience game „Trickstar“

Art.: 03498 Giant Puzzle „Maximaze“ Art.: 03490 Pussycat game „Solitaire“

Art.: 03497 Giant Puzzle „Labyrinth“ Art.: 01600 Basketball game „Jump“

Art.: 03650 Soap bubble game „Jumbo“ Art.: 01380 Darts „Vacuum“

Art.: 01443 Tennis set „Pro Black Star“ with advertising space Art.: 01442 Tennis set „Pro Black Star“

On Request

Art.: 03498 Giant Puzzle „Maximaze“

Art.: 01380 Darts „Vacuum“



Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request

109On Request

On Request

Art.: 01444 Tennis set  
„Pro Colour“ with advertising space

Art.: 03491 Pussycat patience game „Dymaxion One“

Art.: 03022 Motif puzzle „The enigma of the cross“

Art.: 01445 Tennis set  
„Pro Colour“

Art.: 01440 Tennis-Set „Family“

Art.: 03400 Pussycat 3D patience game „Trickstar“

Art.: 03494Art.: 03494

Art.: 03495

Art.: 03024

Art.: 03020 Art.: 03021 Art.: 03023

Art.: 03025

Art.: 03409

Art.: 03405

Art.: 03408

Art.: 03404

Art.: 03407

Art.: 03401

Art.: 03402

Art.: 03403

Art.: 03493

Art.: 03492

Art.: 03490 Pussycat game „Solitaire“

Art.: 03020

Art.: 03025Art.: 03025



Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request
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Art.: 03055 Puzzle „Germany and its neighbours“Art.: 03489 Pussycat game „Lottery number finder“

Art.: 05502 Game box „Building blocks“ coloured

Art.: 03520 Puzzle „Classic pyramid“

Art.: 01334 Flying disc „Softy 24“

Art.: 03440 Pussycat puzzle „Ball Pyramid“

Art.: 05272 Golf ball holder

Art.: 05273 Golf pitchfork

Art.: 03489 Pussycat game „Lottery number finder“ Art.: 03055 Puzzle „Germany and its neighbours“

Art.: 03440 Pussycat puzzle „Ball Pyramid“

Art.: 05273 Golf pitchfork



Additional colour  
combinations on request.

Clapper "Kit" 
Clap Clap "Maillot" 05093 

High-volume advertising guaranteed with this 3-part, large plastic 
clapper from our own production. Variety of colour combinations and 
IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PP   265 x 130 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 60 x 100 mm), IMould (4C, 131 x 137 mm)
 FAN

For those who 
like it loud!
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Clapperboard "Hand" German 
YClaquette "Poignée" Allemagne 03646 

Creates atmosphere in the stadium. 3-piece clapper in 2 colour-com-
binations available as standard.

 plastic/PP   265 x 142 x 22 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 45 mm)
 FAN

Clapperboard "Go!" 
Clap Clap "Go!" 03640 

High-volume advertising guaranteed with this 3-part, handy plastic 
clapperboard. Available in a large selection of colours.

 plastic/PS   89 x 35 x 10 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 20 mm)
 FAN

Cliquet "Plakat" 
Cliquet "Plakat" 03649 

Attention-raising advertising guaranteed! Plastic ratchet with extra-large 
ratchet body for best advertising area. Photo-realistic motifs can be 
perfectly implemented via UV digital print. The ratchet sound is slightly 
dampened by the voluminous body.

 plastic/PS   220 x 140 x 20 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 93 x 133 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 4C, 93 x 133 mm)
 FAN

Clapperboard "Hand" single-color 
Claquette "Poignée" monochrome 03648 

Creates atmosphere in the stadium. 3-piece clapper in 2 colour-com-
binations available as standard.

 plastic/PP   265 x 142 x 22 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 45 mm)
 FAN
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Various colour combinations  
available.

Ask us about the possibilities

Rattle "Supreme" 
Crécelle "Suprême" 03641 

Attractive advertising guaranteed! Made of plastic for extra loud rattle with 15 
cm rattle corpus. Standard type without imprint.

 plastic/PS   150 x 150 x 31 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 110 x 10 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 146 x 42 mm)
 FAN

Rattle "Opener" 
Crécelle "Opener" 03647 

Attractive advertising guaranteed! Made of plastic for extra loud rattle 
with 15 cm rattle corpus. Standard type without imprint. With bottle 
opener.

 plastic/PS   152 x 150 x 28 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 70 x 10 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 45 x 146 mm)
 FAN

Perfect for the next fan mile.  
Rattle with integrated  
bottle opener.
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Also with cord for easier hanging. 
(Art.: 03637)

With reflector!

Rattle "Whistle" 
Crécelle "Sifflet" 03633 

2 in 1! Rattle with integrated whistle and small eye for attaching a 
cord.

 plastic/PS   130 x 60 x 26 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 19 mm)
 FAN

Whistle "Reflector" 
Sifflet "Réflecteur" 03634 

Flat whistle with integrated reflector. Includes cord.

 plastic/PS   80 x 40 x 8 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm)
 FAN

Whistle "Keyring" 
Sifflet "Porte-clés" 03635 

Flat whistle as key fob with large advertising space. Keyring on request.

 plastic/PS   80 x 40 x 8 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 54 x 41 mm)
 FAN

Whistle "Sport" without cord 
Sifflet à roulette "Sport" sans cordelette 03636 

Small but loud. Available in a large selection of colours, without cord.

 plastic/PS   57 x 20 x 25 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 18 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, ø 22 mm)
 FAN

With reflector!

Whistle "Reflector"
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Noisemaker "Fortissimo" 
Trompe "Fortissimo" 03642 

Large noisemaker for loud noise. With cord. Combine the mouthpiece, 
corpus and connecting piece in a selection of colours.

 plastic/PS   ø 61 x 370 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 30 mm)
 FAN

Megaphone "Fan Horn" 
Mégaphone "Sirène de supporter" 03632 

Can be used as a megaphone or cone.

 plastic/PP   ø 148 x 205 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 50 mm)
 FAN
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Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request
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Art.: 03644 Noisemaker „Uphondo“ 300 mm Art.: 03645 Noisemaker „Uphondo“ 570 mm

On Request



Protects the interior of the 
vehicle against the sun.
Protects the interior of the 
vehicle against the sun.

Box "B-Box" 
Boîte "B-Box" 04810 

Well kept. Stable plastic box for glasses, sunglasses, or even crayons. 
With snap fastener.

 plastic/PP   160 x 65 x 50 mm
 screen print (1C, 120 x 20 mm)

Auto sunshade "Screen" 
Pare-soleil pour voiture "Screen" 04255 

Indispensable in summer. The solid carton unfolds easily for standing 
on the dashboard. Protects the interior of the vehicle against the sun. 
Custom designs possible as of 3,000 units.

 paper/paperboard   1290 x 494 x 2 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 100 mm)

Storage box "Bathing box" 
Boîte de stockage "Boîte de baignade" 04830 

Watertight bathing box with screw cap, ring seal and cord. You will 
never need to leave your valuables out of your sight.

 plastic/PS   ø 39 x 115 mm
 screen print (1C, 108 x 50 mm)
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Card sleeve "Plastic Card" 
Étui pour carte "Plastic Card" 04080 

Case for cheque cards of any type. Perfect protection especially for cards 
with sensitive magnetic strips.

 plastic/PP   89 x 57 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 80 x 10 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 58 x 90 mm)

Car Organizer "Classic" 
Organisateur de voiture "Classic" 04079 

For the tidy-minded. A handy car organizer for less chaos in your 
car. Made of PP the item fits perfectly in all common cup holders 
and offers sufficient space for the bits and pieces which should 
always be at hand. Ideal for storing your smartphone, pens, note-
books and much more.

 plastic/PP   92 x 136 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 40 x 40 mm)
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Available in many different shapes.

04090 „Heart“ 
04087 „Lightbulb“ 
04088 „Round“ 
04089 „Shirt“

By default  
without print.

Mint dispenser "Rectangle" 
Distributeur de pastilles de menthe "Rectang-
le" 04086 

Always good to have. Flat box with sweet dispenser. Made in 
Germany and filled with Mint sweets. Without sugar, refillable. 
Supplied without printing.

 plastic/PP   85 x 55 x 8 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 75 x 45 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 81 x 50 mm)
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Back side can be  
finished using UV  
digital printing.

Disposable gloves
included.

Tyre tread measuring device "Profi" 
Testeur d'usure de pneu "Pro" 04300 

Small and versatile. Tyre tread gauge with millimetre scale, keyring 
and disposable gloves.

 plastic/PS   65 x 30 x 14 mm
 screen print (1C, 45 x 25 mm)

Art.: 04300 Tyre tread measuring  
device „Profi“ 
 

Art.: 04302 Key fob „Tyre tread 
measuring device“ 
 

Art.: 04311 Tyre tread measuring  
device „Truck“ 
 

Art.: 04301 Tyre tread measuring  
device „Card“ 
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Permit scraper 
Racle à vignettes 05406 

The multitool for your car. Ice scraper, permit scraper, belt cutter, clip 
for parking ticket and tyre tread gauge. Practical to use with locking 
mechanism for scraper to protect against injury.

 plastic/PS   70 x 100 x 12 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 60 x 45 mm)

Vignette scraper "Allround" 
Grattoir à vignette "Tout rond" 05411 

Ideal accessory for the car. Plastic ice scraper in the size of a 
credit-card with removable trolley chip and metallic scraper edges for 
removing vignettes and other stickers.

 plastic/ABS   85 x 55 x 5 mm
 screen print (1C, 40 x 75 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 50 x 83 mm)

Tyre tread measuring device "Chip" 
Testeur d'usure de pneu "Jeton" 04075 

2 useful accessories together. Shopping cart chip in plastic with the 
minimum tyre tread depth for your winter and summer tyres. Simply 
insert the chip into the tread and check if the line is covered.

 plastic/PS   ø 23 x 2 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 7 x 15 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, ø 23 mm)

Tyre marker set "Car" 
Kit de marquage de pneus "Car" 04242 

For labelling stored tyres. Simply place on the valve and your tyres 
are labelled. Saves time-consuming marking with chalk. Ideal e.g. for 
workshops and hobby car mechanics.

 plastic/PS   87 x 55 x 2 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 75 x 9 mm)
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All parking disk fronts available in 
other country version on request.

Also available without chips. 
(Art.: 04250)
Also available without chips.
(Art.: 04250)

Parking disk "Basic" 
Disque de stationnement "Basic" 04245 

Plastic parking disk with flat scraping edge and water scraper. 
IMould labelling possible. Complies with paragraph 42 StVO (German 
highway code). For use between -10°C and +60°C.

 plastic/PS   155 x 119 x 7 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 125 mm), IMould (4C, 157 x 100 mm)

Parking disk "Prime" with chip 
Disque de parking "Prime" avec jetons 04251 

Plastic parking disk with flat scraping edge, scraping teeth and water 
scraper. 3 holders for shopping cart chips or Euro coins on rear. Sup-
plied with 3 coloured chips as standard, custom colours on request. 
Complies with paragraph 42 StVO (German highway code). For use 
between -10°C and +60°C.

 plastic/PS   155 x 119 x 7 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 75 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 93 x 150 mm)
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The display cleaner can  
be personalized in  
sublimation printing.

Cardboard parking disk with 
integrated travel calculator. 
(Artikel 05401) 

Parking disc "Display Cleaner" 
Disque de stationnement "Display-Cleaner" 
07629 

One product with four functions. Parking disc made from plastic with 
scraping against against frozen windows, integrated shopping trolley 
chip and cleaner for cleaning different displays of smartphones, 
navigation systems etc. The display cleaner must be stored on the 
back of the parking disc in order to protect it against dirt. Complies 
with paragraph 42 StVO (German highway code). For use between 
-10°C and +60°C.

 plastic/PS   155 x 120 x 17 mm
 screen print (1C, 60 x 85 mm)

Parking disk "Euro" without chip 
Disque de parking "Euro" sans jetons 04254 

Plastic parking disk with flat scraping edge, scraping teeth and water 
scraper. 3 holders for shopping 1 or 2 Euro coins on rear. Supplied 
without chips. Version with chips (04253) available. Complies with 
paragraph 42 StVO (German highway code). For use between -10°C 
and +60°C.

 plastic/PS   155 x 119 x 7 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 75 mm)

Cardboard parking disk "Board" 
Disque de parking en carton "Board" 05400 

Light, environmentally friendly, and protects you against parking 
tickets. Made of 100% recycled paper. Complies with paragraph 42 
StVO (German highway code).

 paper/paperboard   150 x 110 x 1 mm
 screen print (1C, 80 x 36 mm)

Parking disk "Professional" 
Disque de parking "Pro" 04248 

Plastic parking disk with flat scraping edge, scraping teeth and water 
scraper. 2 holders for shopping cart chip and tyre tread measuring 
gauge on rear - filled as standard. Complies with paragraph 42 StVO 
(German highway code). For use between -10°C and +60°C.

 plastic/PS   155 x 119 x 7 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 75 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 93 x 150 mm)

All parking disk fronts available in 
other country version on request.
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Ice scraper "Ergonomic" 
Raclette à glace "Ergonomique" 04318 

Very sturdy ice-scraper with elegant curve. At one end has a smooth 
scraping edge and at the other end has scraping teeth for persistent 
ice on the windows of the car. Due to it's unusual shape, the ice scra-
per fits perfectly in the hand, thus increases the impact. The rounded 
edges will help avoid uncomfortable pressure points on the hand and 
scratches on the glass.

 plastic/PS   192 x 93 x 24 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 50 x 20 mm), IMould (≤ 4C, ø 30 mm)

Guaranteed BPA-free

Ergonomic shape

Perfect transmission  
of power

Removes even persistent  
layers of ice

Smooth and serrated  
scraping edge

A clear view  
for all drivers 
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Ice scrape "Delta" 
Raclette à glace "Delta" 04304 

Smooth scraping edge and scraping teeth in triangular shape.

 plastic/PS   135 x 135 x 3 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 60 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 110 x 130 mm)

Ice scraper ″Smartphone″  
short scraping edge 
Raclette anti-givre ″Smartphone″  
arête de raclette courte 04320 

Elegant ice scraper in the shape of a smartphone, made from 
sturdy and transparent polystyrene with short scraping edge at 
the bottom. Thanks to the handy format and the rounded edges 
the force will be transmitted optimally, while the ice scraper rests 
comfortably in the hand.

 plastic/PS   156 x 70 x 5 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 60 x 130 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 66 x 138 mm)

Ice scraper "Smartphone"  
long scraping edge 
Raclette anti-givre "Smartphone"  
arête de  raclette longue 04321 

Elegant ice scraper in the shape of a smartphone, made from sturdy 
and transparent polystyrene with long scraping edge on the side. 
Thanks to the handy format and the rounded edges the force will be 
transmitted optimally, while the ice scraper rests comfortably in the 
hand.

 plastic/PS   143 x 83 x 5 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 60 x 130 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 66 x 138 mm)

Ice scraper "Triangle" 
Raclette à glace "Triangle" 04227 

Really practical. Triangular ice scraper with scraping teeth and smoo-
th scraper edge.

 plastic/PS   120 x 116 x 3 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 50 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 97,5 x 85,5 mm)
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SNOW
GHOST

Ice scraper „Square“ with water scraper. 
(Art.: 04224)

Ice scraper "Logo" 
Raclette à glace "Logo" 04231 

Practical ice scraper with water scraper, scraping teeth and large adverti-
sing space.

 plastic/PS   114 x 120 x 3 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 60 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 98 x 74 mm)

Ice scrape "Arch" 
Raclette à glace "Cintre" 04310 

Arch shaped ice scraper made of stable plastic with scraping teeth. 
Offers a large advertising surface.

 plastic/PS   100 x 132 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 90 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 94 x 117 mm)

Ice scraper "Square" without water scraper 
Raclette à glace "Carré" sans lame souple 
04223 

Handy, flat ice scraper with scraping teeth and smooth scraper edge.

 plastic/PS   100 x 100 x 3 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 80 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 98 x 98 mm)

Ice scrape "Wave" 
Raclette à glace "Wave" 04305 

Ice scraper with unusual scrape, 2 scraping edges and large adverti-
sing space. One smooth scraping edge and one edge with teeth.

 plastic/PS   116 x 124 x 24 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 90 x 40 mm)
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Special shapes

04235 „Truck“   
04237 „Snowman“  
04239 „Santa“   
04236 „Polar bear“       

Postcard imprint possible on request. Please contact 
us for postal rate optimisation potions!

Ice scraper "Trapeze" 
Raclette à glace "Trapèze" 05415 

Perfect for removing ice from wing mirrors thanks to the narrow side 
with scraping teeth. Also offers a large advertising space and a smoo-
th scraping edge on the wider side. IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PS   123 x 110 x 3 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 60 mm), IMould (4C, 110 x 105 mm)

Ice scraper "Penguin" 
Raclette à glace "Pingouin" 04238 

Moulded ice scraper with scraping teeth and single colour standard 
penguin imprint.

 plastic/PS   124 x 93 x 3 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 30 x 80 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 89 x 121 mm)

Ice scraper "Square" 
Raclette à glace "Rectangle" 04225 

Flat, square ice scraper with large advertising space, scraping teeth 
and smooth scraper edge. IMould labelling possible.

 plastic/PS   147 x 103 x 3 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 125 x 90 mm), IMould (4C, 105 x 145 mm)
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Ice scraper „Easy“ also available  
with water scraper. 
(Art.: 04229)

Ice scraper „Grip“ also available  
with water scraper. 
(Art.: 04234)

Ice scraper „Grip“ also available 
with water scraper.
(Art.: 04234)

Ice scraper „Easy“ also available 
with water scraper.
(Art.: 04229)

Ice scraper "All round" 
Raclette à glace "Universel" 04226 

Versatile and convenient. Ice scraper with water scraper, brush and 
long handle.

 plastic/PS   395 x 133 x 15 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 50 x 35 mm)

Ice scraper "Easy" without water scraper 
Raclette à glace "Easy" sans lame souple 04228 

Easier scraping. Ice scraper with handle, scraping teeth, smooth 
scraper edge and hole for hanging up.

 plastic/PS   227 x 99 x 19 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 35 x 35 mm)

Ice scraper "Ice witch" 
Raclette à givre "Sorcière glacée" 04303 

Ergonomic shape and stable. Plastic ice scraper with smooth scra-
ping edge, scraping teeth and handy grip.

 plastic/PS   215 x 107 x 29 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 60 x 30 mm)

Ice scraper "Grip" without water scraper 
Raclette à glace "Grip" sans lame souple 04232 

Grippy. Ice scraper with scraping teeth and handy grip.

 plastic/PS   175 x 100 x 18 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 55 x 30 mm)
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01 02 03
04

Reflectors with clips. 
(Art.: 03774) 

Reflector "Cyclist" 
Réflecteur "Figurine de vélo" 03782 

Plastic figures with integrated reflector and brackets for bicycle spo-
kes. Versions bear, mouse and clown available as standard. Custom 
designs of other figures on request.

 plastic/PP   90 x 108 x 5 mm
 tampo pad print (1C, ø 20 mm)

Reflector "Square" with clamp 
Réflecteur "Rectangle" avec pince 03786 

Rectangular shaped reflector with plastic clip for attaching to a bag 
or clothing.

 plastic/PMMA   69 x 31 x 8 mm
 screen print (1C, 60 x 24 mm)

Snap armband „Highlight“ 

01     03752  (22 cm) 
02     03753  (25 cm) 
03     03754  (31 cm) 
04     03755  (40 cm)

Ice scraper „Grip“ also available  
with water scraper. 
(Art.: 04234)

Snap armband „Highlight“ 

01     03752  (22 cm)01     03752  (22 cm)
02     03753  (25 cm)02     03753  (25 cm)
03     03754  (31 cm)03     03754  (31 cm)

Snap armband „Highlight“ Snap armband „Highlight“ 

04
03020201 03

04
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05

0403

01

02

* Certified reflectors

Pedestrian reflectors are personal protective devices of category 2  
and meet the requirements of the European standard 
EN 13356 on warning equipment for the 

non-professional field. Our reflectors meet the optical performance 
requirements of the standard with respect to return beam values, 
surface and designation. Certified by a EU type approval test.

Reflectors in many different colours and shapes. 
 
01        03777 „Heart“ * 
02        03779 „Car“ * 
03        03783 „Shirt“  
04        03784 „Lightbulb“  
05        03800 „Polar bear“ 

01

02

03

05

Reflector "Bear" 
Réflecteur "Ours" 03776 

Cute and safe. Reflector in the shape of a bear. Certified in line with 
DIN EN 13356. With eye and cord. Includes contour imprint (single 
colour custom printing available instead of contour imprint).

 plastic/PMMA   65 x 45 x 9 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 10 mm)

04
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04

05

06

01 02 03

* Certified reflectors

Pedestrian reflectors are personal protective devices of category 2  
and meet the requirements of the European standard 
EN 13356 on warning equipment for the 

non-professional field. Our reflectors meet the optical performance 
requirements of the standard with respect to return beam values, 
surface and designation. Certified by a EU type approval test.

Reflectors in many different colours and shapes. 
 
01         03798 „Arch“ * 
02         03785 „Square“ with cord * 
03         03787 „Dragon“ *  
04         03793 „Bus“ 
05         03789 „Ghost“ *  
06         03799 „Piggy“ 

01 02

04

05

06

Reflector "Round" 
Réflecteur "Rond" 03780 

Round. Circular reflector. With large advertising space, eye and cord.

 plastic/PMMA   ø 63 x 7 mm
 screen print (1C, ø 51 mm)
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Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request

132 On Request

Art.: Parking ticket holderArt.: 04212 Luggage tag „Address“Art.: 04081 Car Organiser „Set 0.3 l“



Keyring "Rectangle" 
Porte-clés "Rectangle" 01155 

Key fob made of transparent plastic. Square shape, including keyring.

 plastic/PS   50 x 20 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 45 x 12 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 47 x 17 mm)

Art.: 01157 Keyring „Angel“

Art.: 01158 Keyring „Heart“

Art.: 01156 Keyring „Round“

Permanent 
companions
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Keyring "Inlay 48*26" 
Porte-clés "Inlay 48*26" 04115 

Transparent oval key fob with keyring. Logo possible as customisable 
paper insert. Reverse folds up to replace insert.

 plastic/PS   48 x 26 x 6 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 28 x 19 mm), digital print (4C, 35 x 27 mm)

Chip keyring "Bag" with chip 
Porte-clés à jeton "Sac" avec puce 04125 

Coloured key fob in the shape of a briefcase, incl. chip. Available in a 
large selection of colours.

 plastic/PS   44 x 35 x 5 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 25 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 32 x 23 mm)

Chip keyring "Square" 
Porte-clés à jeton "Square" 04127 

Ultra-flat. Square key fob available in a large selection of colours. 
Without keyring.

 plastic/PS   57 x 30 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 35 x 27 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 46 x 27 mm)

Keyring "Inlay 45*40" 
Porte-clés "Inlay 45*40" 04100 

Transparent square key fob with keyring. Logo possible as customisable 
paper insert. Reverse folds up to replace insert.

 plastic/PS   40 x 40 x 9 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 30 mm), digital print (≤ 5C, 29,8 x 29,8 mm)
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Shopping cart chip also available with hole.  
(Artikel 04244)

A key ring is available on request.

Chip keyring "Ghost" with chip 
Porte-clés à jeton ″Ghost″ avec jeton 04129 

Extra-flat, ergonomic chip holder without keyring. Includes chip.

 plastic/PS   45 x 30 x 3 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 15 x 10 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 46 x 31 mm)

Shopping cart chip without hole 
Jeton pour caddie sans trou 04243 

Shopping cart chip without keyring.

 plastic/PS   ø 23 x 2 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 21 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, ø 21 mm)

Clip Chip 
Clip-Chip 04078 

It is small, round and features a clip at the key ring. This great shop-
ping trolley chip made of stable plastic can be attached at a key ring 
easily and in a loss-protected way. Nevertheless, it just takes a small 
twist to have it at your hand when you are shopping.

 plastic/PS   ø 23 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 5 x 15 mm)

Chip keyring "Fix" 
Porte-clés à jeton "Fix" 04133 

Practical and ultra-flat chip holder without keyring. Includes chip.

 plastic/PS   49 x 32 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 23 x 13 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 32 x 49 mm)
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Chip-keyhanger "Rectangular" 
Porte-clés jeton "Rectangle" 04123 

Light, flat and always available. Plastic keyring with shopping cart 
chip. Efficient advertising space.

 plastic/PS   65 x 30 x 4 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 24 x 28 mm)

Rotating keyring "Heart" 
Porte-clés rotatif "coeur" 04137 

Close to your heart. Heart-shaped shopping cart chip with keyring.

 plastic/PS   46 x 42 x 10 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 25 mm)

Rotating keyring "Point" without chip 
Porte-clés rotatif "Point" sans jeton 04121 

Ultra-light key fob with keyring and a rotating compartment to hold 
coins or a shopping cart chip.

 plastic/PS   59 x 38 x 7 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 22 mm)

Chip keyring "Safe" 
Porte-clés à jeton "Safe" 04110 

Safe. Plastic key fob with holder for coins or shopping cart chips. 
Includes keyring.

 plastic/PP   ø 37 x 13 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 21 mm)
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Keyring "Police stop" 
Porte-clés "Stop Police" 04035 

Attention guaranteed. Available as police stop, fire service stop, 
border patrol stop versions. With keyring.

 plastic   70 x 30 x 8 mm
 tampo pad print (1C, ø 7 mm)

Keyring "Zig-Clip" 
Porte-paquet de cigarettes "Zig-Clip" 04071 

Simple and highly functional. Instead of scary photos there is space 
for smart advertising. The plastic holder for cigarette packs includes 
a belt clip as well as an eyelet. A clever gadget which offers protecti-
on against squashing or breaking of the cigarettes.

 plastic/PS   60 x 35 x 78 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 45 x 25 mm)

Box "Zig-Box" 
Boîte "Zig-Box" 04072 

This clever gadget protects your cigarette pack against squashing 
and breaking as well as against the scary photos on the pack. 
Simple and highly functional plastic holder for cigarettes including 
a hinged lid. Proved for a big advertising space.

 plastic/PP   65 x 28 x 95 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 55 x 55 mm)

Divider "Triangle" 
Séparateur de marchandises "Triangle" 05150 

Plastic pyramid with large advertising space on all three sides.

 plastic/PS   350 x 40 x 37 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 315 x 25 mm)
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Not in stock. Tooling available. Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks.

On Request
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Art.: 04040 Keyring „Surfboard“ Art.: 04800 Sunshield „Style“

Art.: 03471  
Keyring „Puzzle heart“

Art.: 03477  
Keyring „Puzzle football“

Art.: 03475  
Keyring „Puzzle car“

Art.: 03476  
Keyring „Puzzle robot“

Art.: 03474  
Keyring „Puzzle ball“

Art.: 03472  
Keyring „Puzzle dice“

Art.: 04208 Keyring „Key“

Art.: 04202 Bottle opener „Hang On“ Art.: 04210 Keyring „Safety“

On Request

Art.: 04800 Sunshield „Style“

Art.: 04210 Keyring „Safety“



The smooth surface  
and great shape make 
it easy for you to slip 

into your shoes.

Short and long  
version available.

Shoe horn "Grip" 
Chausse-pied "Grip" 05092 

The smooth surface and great shape make it easy for you to slip into 
your shoes. Handy format and with a eye for hanging up. Available in 
a large selection of colours.

 plastic/PP   174 x 43 x 15 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 60 mm)

Art.: 05103 Shoe horn „Cliff“ 

Art.: 05092 Shoe horn „Grip“ 
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Toothbrush tumbler "Fresh" 
Gobelet à brosse à dents "Fresh" 05277 

For dental hygiene. Made of plastic with large advertising space!

 plastic/PS   ø 64 x 82 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 50 mm)

Children tooth mug "Care" 
Gobelet à dents pour les enfants "Care" 05288 

Ideal for storing children's toothbrushes and for rinsing after brushing 
the teeth. Great plastic mug in conical shape and with raised rim. 
Available in different colours.

 plastic/PP   ø 67 x 127 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, ø 35 mm)
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Fan "Heart" 
Éventail "Coeur" 02320 

For romantic messages. Heart-shaped fan made of robust plastic

 plastic/PS   235 x 184 x 3 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 150 x 60 mm)

Compartments "Cloud" 
Éventail "Nuage" 02310 

For you to create fresh advertising messages. Manufactured from 
plastic compartments in the form of clouds with large advertising 
space.

 plastic/PS   242 x 194 x 3 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 110 x 85 mm)

Toothbrush tumbler "Clean" 
Gobelet à brosse à dents "Clean" 05226 

For dental hygiene. Made of plastic with large advertising space! 
Capacity: 0.2 litres.

 plastic/PS   ø 70 x 91 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 210 x 70 mm)

Protective box "Toothbrush" 
Boîtier de protection "Brosse à dents" 05407 

Fold-up plastic box with space for 1 toothbrush - protects against 
soiling. Ideal for travelling.

 plastic/PP   205 x 26 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 10 x 180 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 13 x 190 mm)
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We would be happy to create an individual  
set for you. Please feel free to ask 
us about the possible options.

Box "Flat" 
Boîtier "Flat" 05478 

The box with the child lock. Great, flat plastic box with special 
lock which can only be opened by lifting two opposed quick- 
release catches. Ideal for stowing things that should not handled 
by children.

 plastic/PP   158 x 118 x 30 mm
 screen print (5C, 125 x 90 mm) UV-digital print (5C, 125 x 90 mm)
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Box "Car accessories" 
Boîte "Accessoires de voiture" 05144 

The most important tools for the car in a useful plastic box with 
click closure (05478). Containing a tread gauge (04300), an ice 
scraper (04227), a tyre marking set (04242) and a toll label scra-
per (05411). Useful set which should be present in every car.

 plastic/PP   158 x 118 x 30 mm
 screen print (5C, 125 x 90 mm) UV-digital print (5C, 125 x 90 mm)

Box "First Aid" 
Boîtier "First Aid" 05479 

The box with the child lock, filled with different double plaster strips 
by Hartman (5 pieces each), one hygienic wipe and one refreshing 
wipe. Great, flat plastic box with special lock (05478) which can only 
be opened by lifting two opposed quick-release catches.

 plastic/PP   158 x 118 x 30 mm
 screen print (5C, 125 x 90 mm) UV-digital print (5C, 125 x 90 mm)

Box "Travel" 
Boîte "Voyage" 08470 

Useful for travelling. Great flat plastic box with click closure (05478), 
containing a travel comb (07346), a manicure set (09374), a sewing 
kit (08275) and a baggage pendant with a snap hook (09535).

 plastic/PP   158 x 118 x 30 mm
 screen print (5C, 125 x 90 mm) UV-digital print (5C, 125 x 90 mm)

Box "Bad weather" 
Boîte "Mauvais temps" 08472 

Useful means against bad weather packed in a flat plastic box 
(05478). Rain poncho "Open Air" (07581), gel heating pack "Rec-
tangle" (06172) and keyring pendant"Flashlight" (07530).

 plastic/PP   158 x 118 x 30 mm
 screen print (5C, 125 x 90 mm) UV-digital print (5C, 125 x 90 mm)
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Travelbox "Basic" 
Boîte de voyage "Basic" 05111 

Square plastic box with sophisticated click closure for opening with 
only one hand. Offers a large advertising area and a lot of space for 
individual filling.

 plastic/PP   112 x 104 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 70 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 86 x 91 mm)

Travelbox "Hygiene" 
Boîte de voyage "Hygiène" 08531 

Square, practical plastic box with click closure that can be easily 
opened with one hand. Filled with 1 hygiene cloth, 1 pair disposable 
gloves, 2 cleaning cloths and 2 refreshment cloths.

 plastic/PP   110 x 103 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 90 x 85 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 90 x 85 mm)
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Travelbox "First Aid" 
Boîte de voyage "Premiers secours" 05115 

Square, practical plastic box with click closure that can be easily ope-
ned with one hand. Filled with 10 water-resistant and 10 high-quality 
Hartmann band-aids and 1 hygiene cloth.

 plastic/PP   110 x 103 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 70 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 86 x 91 mm)

Travelbox "Fan" 
Boîte de voyage "Fan" 08519 

Square, practical plastic box with click closure that can be easily 
opened with one hand. Filled with the whistle "key fob" (03635), fan 
make-up (07270), the sweatband "Nations-Germany" (07459) and 
tattoo "Nations" (09373).

 plastic/PP   112 x 104 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 70 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 91 x 86 mm)
 FAN

Travelbox "Sun" 
Boîte de voyage "Sun" 08530 

Square, practical plastic box with click closure that can be easily 
opened with one hand. Filled with 2 sun protection cloths, 1 
eyeglass cleaning cloth, 1 refreshment cloth and 1 water-proof 
band-aid.

 plastic/PP   110 x 103 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 80 x 70 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 91 x 86 mm)

Travelbox "Kids" 
Boîte de voyage "Enfants" 08517 

Square, practical plastic box with click closure that can be easily 
opened with one hand. Filled with template "ABC" (03710), pencil set 
(06292), puzzle game (04069) and various painting templates.

 plastic/PP   110 x 103 x 24 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 90 x 85 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 91 x 86 mm)
 4+
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First Aid Kit "Plaster Box" 
Kit de premiers soins "Boîte de pansements" 
05091 

Ultra flat box with 4 dual quality plasters by Hartmann. IMould finish 
possible.

 plastic/PP   102 x 68 x 11 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 75 x 40 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 99 x 63 mm)

Bandage box "Stripe" 
Boîte de pansements "Stripe" 05101 

Can be opened single-handely with a press of a button. The practical 
plastic box filled with 10 high quality plasters from Hartmann. Various 
colour combinations and an embossed logo on the button possible on 
request.

 plastic/PP   83 x 36 x 16 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 50 x 20 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 25 x 72 mm)

Emergency kit "Emergency" 
Kit de secours "Emergency" 05117 

All important things at hand. Rescue kit, consisting of box 05269, 
filled with high quality articles: plaster, emergency bandage, plaster 
strips, first-aid kit, compresses, fixing bandage, scissors, disposable 
gloves.

 plastic/PP   185 x 135 x 53 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 90 x 100 mm), IMould (4C, 123 x 135 mm)

Plaster box "Cross" 
Boîte de pansements "Croix" 05096 

Practical, light plaster box shaped like a cross. The low height makes it an 
ideal companion wherever you go. Ideal for travelling. Filled with 4 dual 
quality plasters by Hartmann.

 plastic/PP   104 x 100 x 13 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 30 x 90 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 90 x 90 mm)
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Days of the week 
labels in German.

Safe opening of the vials without 
breaking them by hand.breaking them by hand.

Also available with two compartments. 
(Art.: 03663) 
 

First Aid Kit "Box", large 
Kit de premiers soins "Box", grand 05073 

Plastic box with 2 click fasteners, full of quality articles. Plasters, first 
aid dressings, plaster strips, bandage packs, compresses, immovable 
bandage, small pair of scissors, disposable gloves.

 plastic/PP   180 x 125 x 45 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 130 x 80 mm), IMould (4C, 136 x 193 mm)

Ampule opener 
Casse-ampoules buvables 04049 

Ampule opener for break-open ampules.

 plastic   70 x 16 x 15 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 25 x 10 mm)

Storage box "Seven Days" 
Boîte de stockage "Seven Days" 03664 

A compartment for each day of the week. Light, transparent box 
made of food safe plastic with 7 compartments, separated by 6 webs. 
Ideal for travelling, as the articles can't be mixed up even if you turn 
the box on its head. Days of the week labels in German.

 plastic/PP   110 x 40 x 14 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 8 x 20 mm)

First Aid Kit "Box", small 
Kit de premiers soins "Box", petit 05072 

Plastic box with 1 click fastener, full of quality articles. Plasters, first 
aid dressings, plaster strips, compresses, immovable bandage, small 
pair of scissors, disposable gloves.

 plastic/PP   125 x 85 x 40 mm
 screen print (≤ 5C, 100 x 60 mm)
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Lupe

Notch for tick 
removal.

Magnifier

Notch for tick  
removal.

With instructions on the back.

Art.: 04317 Tick card

Art.: 04316 Key pendant „Anti-
Tick“ 

Art.: 00630  
Key fob „Tick map“

Art.: 04249 Shopping cart chip 
„Anti-Tick“ 

Art.: 04315 Key pendant card 
„Anti-Tick“ 

Art.: 04314 Key pendant box 
„Anti-Tick“ 

With one pair of  
disposable gloves.

Tick card 
Carte à tiques 04317 

The useful and flat card will pester the miniature vampires. Easy removal 
of ticks by means of the two slots at the corners. The built-in magnifying 
glass can then be used to check if the arachnid has been completely 
removed.

 plastic/PS   86 x 54 x 1 mm
 tampo pad print (≤ 5C, 45 x 75 mm), UV-digital print (≤ 5C, 53 x 84 mm)

Lupe

Tick card
Carte à tiques 04317
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Prototyping/3D Dummies

... to the finished promotional item!We bring your products to life!
From the first idea ...

Idea
You have an idea for a unique 
promotional item?

We assist you in realising your custom 
idea in record time. Our specialists 
in the individual areas take care of all 
steps for a smooth production process!

All we need is your idea and the 
requirements for your series.

Visualisation
In the first step, we make 
your idea visible.

We create a 3D visualisation that 
is ready for presentation. We can 
provide a complete presentation or 
images in 300 dpi. On request, we can 
integrate a rotatable 3D view in your 
PDF presentation. The file is kept as 
small as possible in order to enable 
you to receive the data by e-mail.

3D Dummy
The presentation was well received, but 
certain details still need to be clarified 
or your customer has difficulties 
envisaging the function and properties?

We can provide you with tangible proof!

The latest 3D printing technology enables 
us to create your product idea from scratch. 
Thanks to the new FDM-technology our 3D 
printer is able to print various colors using 
real thermoplastic ABSplus-plastic. 
We make your ideas tangible - in 
high quality or in high speed when time 
is crucial. Such a model is perfectly 
suitable as a prototype for testing 
functions as well as feasibility.

We materialise your ideas! 
 
3D Dummy Details
Realistic look & feel

Virtually any shape possible

Fast From the idea to the sample in 1 week

Inexpensive On request

... to 3D visualisation, dummy 
creation, and mould creation ...
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Material: PE

Material: SAN

Material: ABS

Material: PP

Material: PS

Material: TRITAN

Material science

 
Polyethylene (PE): Soft, unbreakable material with good flexural strength and good 
resistance to cold temperatures. Furthermore, it features a smooth and shiny surface. 

Polypropylene (PP): Substantially harder, stronger and thermally more resistant than PE. 
It is odourless and physiologically safe. 

Polystyrene (PS): Hard, impact-resistant and odourless plastic with shiny surface. Can be produced  
in transparent version and in many colours, however, it is only restrictedly heat resistant. 

Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS): ABS is a hard, break-proof material which can  
be produced in transparent and coloured versions. High thermal stability. 

Styrene-acrylonitrile (SAN): An evolution of PS. Stiff, resistant material with
shiny surface. Can be produced in transparent and coloured versions.

Tritan: Excellent appearance and clarity. Its most outstanding features are excellent toughness,  
stability, and heat resistance. It is odorless and BPA-free.
  
All materials except tritan are customisable with many different colours 
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Eco 34

Eco 94

The material is a compound of polypropylene  
copolymer and bio-based high-density polyethylene. 
For this material, we use a percentage of 34% bio- 
based carbon. Biodegradable plastics can be pro-
duced from a variety of plant-based raw materials.  
In addition to cellulose and sugar, it is primarily 
starch that plays a key role. The most important  
providers of starch are corn, wheat and potatoes. 
Thus, this material is also biodegradable.

The composition of this material was changed so 
that it now contains at least 94% bio-based carbon.

The main component of this special material is  
Brazilian sugar cane which can be processed by 
incorporating additives.

Eco 94 is suitable for all items which are in  
contact with food.

copolymer and bio-based high-density polyethylene. 
For this material, we use a percentage of 34% bio-
based carbon. Biodegradable plastics can be pro-
duced from a variety of plant-based raw materials. 
In addition to cellulose and sugar, it is primarily 
starch that plays a key role. The most important 
providers of starch are corn, wheat and potatoes. 
Thus, this material is also biodegradable.

The composition of this material was changed so 
that it now contains at least 94% bio-based carbon.

The main component of this special material is 
Brazilian sugar cane which can be processed by 

Eco 94 is suitable for all items which are in 

Biological plastics are plastics from grown raw materials as well as biodegradable plastics.  
The main material for organic based plastics are cellulose and starch. The plastics are  
produced from corn, wheat and potatoes as well as cotton. These plastics, in contrast to common 
plastics such as polypropylen, polystyrene, polyethylen etc., are biodegradable.  
Usages include packaging foil, disposable dishes and cutlery, as well as bottles.

Biological Plastics

Recycling material consists of plastic waste that occurs in production as well as through  
regular refuse circulation. These plastics are by type and ground into granulate.  
Depending on the technical characteristics of the base material, certain products can be  
produced with recycling material.

Recycling Material

Material science
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Packaging

Flowpack
Your advantages
• Regardless of the product and its dimensions, 
   an optimal packaging result is achieved by 
   means of heat and cold sealing, metallized, 
   paper-coated and composite films
• Numerous options such as perforation for 
   easy opening or printing marks for printed foils
• Product feed is achieved manually 
   or automatically by means of a  
   transport chain with equal or irregular 
   distances via high-speed clocking

Technical data
• Aperture width: 10-120 mm (optionally 220 mm)
• Aperture height: max. 60 mm
• Product length: 40 - 300 mm
• 120 steps/min.

Side sealing machine
The side sealing machine uses polyethylene 
and polyolefin foils. Polyolefin foil can 
be shrunk tightly around the product.

Blister / folding blister
Ask us about the possibilities
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Raw material granulate

Injection molding
production

Packaging e.g. inside the
FlowPack

Metal detector ensures that
no metal parts are inside the

product

UV disinfection system kills
germs on the surface of

the item

Final quality inspection
before packaging the item

inside the carton

Packaging on pallets,
shipping and/or storage

Mechanical Safety

Tensile tests according to the
Toy Standard EN 71, Part 1

Testing with small parts cylinder to
determine the presence of small
parts the could be swallowed.

Qualitätsanforderungen

Tightness test Load test
Endurance test for bags

Schwermetalle

X-ray fluorescence pistol
Detection of 30 heavy metals

Nickel rapid test
Test to check if nickel is released
from the metal composite.

Product safety

We set ourselves high standards for the safety and quality  
of our products. Be it in-company or external production, all  
products are tested for their mechanical safety and for internally  
defined quality requirements in our own testing laboratory.  
With the X-ray fluorescence pistol and the nickel rapid test we 
determine the presence of harmful heavy metals inside the items.

There are also test that can not be performed at our company.  
We assign these tests to accredited testing institutes such as  
Hermes Hansecontrol, Eurofins, TÜV Rheinland, LGA, Intertek or SGS.

Quality control for in-house production
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name article page print 
group

pack 
units

Acrylic box "Hold-all" empty 05257 72 DE 16

Allroundbox "Round" 05109 15 DB 35

Ampule opener 04049 147 DB 300

Auto sunshade "Screen" 04255 117 DD 45

Bag clip "Easy Fresh" 04430 22 DB 500

Bandage box "Stripe" 05101 146 DB 450

Barbecue tong "Delano" 08665 61 DB 500

Basketball game "Jump" 01600 108 DB 40

Beach ball set "Black Star" 01413 96 DC 25

Beach ball set "Colour" 01412 96 DC 20

Beaker "Liquor" 05118 40 DB 50

Beer bottle carry-all "Take 6" 05005 35 DC 40

Beer coaster holder "Hill" 06089 33 DC 50

Beer crate seat "Woody" 08931 61 CD 7

Beer crate tray "Anti-slip" 05039 31 IM 25

Beer mat stand "Beer crate" 04865 33 DB 100

Beer mat stand "Tip" 04862 33 DB 100

Beer mug cover 04200 39 DB 250

Boomerang "Maxi" 01370 96 DB 60

Boomerang "Mini" 01368 96 DB 200

Bottle holder "Bicycle" 05077 35 DB 80

Bottle holder "Flexi" 05121 67 DB 100

Bottle holder "Store" 05120 35 DB 150

Bottle insulator "Vince" 05254 51 DC 12

Bottle lock "Secure" large 04313 68 DB 24

Bottle lock "Secure" small 04312 68 DB 24

Bottle opener "Acrylic Colour" 04205 34 DB 250

Bottle opener "Acrylic 
Transparent" 04207 34 DB 250

Bottle opener "Hang On" 04202 138 DB 500

Bottle opener "Police stop" 04029 35 DB 200

Bowl "Breakfast" 05046 20 DB 150

Box "B-Box" 04810 117 DB 120

Box "Bad weather" 08472 143 DB 70

Box "C-Box" 05134 17 DB 150

Box "Car accessories" 05144 143 DB 70

Box "First Aid" 05479 143 DB 70

Box "Flat" 05478 142 DB 70

Box "Travel" 08470 143 DB 70

Box "Zig-Box" 04072 137 DB 112

Brain teaser "4 Wins" 03150 102 DB 100

Button "Colour-Clip" 03792 86 DB 1000

Button "Self-Made" 03790 86 DI 500

Cable tidy "Deejay" 05410 84 DC 400

Car Organiser "Set 0.3 l" 04081 132 DB 50

Car Organizer "Classic" 04079 118 DB

Card sleeve "Plastic Card" 04080 118 DA 500

Cardboard parking 
disk "Board" 05400 123 DA 500

Cardboard parking disk 
"Travel calculator" 05401 123 DA 500

Cereal bowl "2 Colour" 05136 20 DC 45

Cereal bowl "2 Colour" matt 05145 20 DC 45

Cereal bowl "Good morning" 05135 20 DC 200

Cereal box "Cereal" 04777 21 IM 54

Children tooth mug "Care" 05288 140 DB 100

Chip keyring "Bag" with chip 04125 134 DA 1000

Chip keyring "Fix" 04133 135 DB 2000

Chip keyring "Ghost" with chip 04129 135 DB 1500

name article page print 
group

pack 
units

Chip keyring "Safe" 04110 136 DA 500

Chip keyring "Square" 04127 134 DA 1500

Chip-keyhanger "Rectangular" 04123 136 DA 2000

Chopping board "Basic" 05227 29 DB 40

Chopping board "Sandwich" 05228 28 DB 150

Chopping board "Snack" 05229 28 DB 75

Chopping board 
"Woody" rectangular 06739 60 CD 50

Chopping board 
"Woody" round 06740 57 CD 50

Chopping board 
"Woody" with handle 06741 58 CD 50

Clapper "Kit" 05093 111 DB 150

Clapperboard "Go!" 03640 112 DA 500

Clapperboard "Hand" Germany 03646 112 DB 80

Clapperboard "Hand" 
single-color 03648 112 DB 80

Clip Chip 04078 135 DA 10000

Cliquet "Plakat" 03649 112 UC 100

Coaster and lid "2 in 1" 05031 38 DA 500

Coat hanger "Tie Butler" 04450 68 DC 40

Cocktail stirrer "Diamond" 05060 40 DA 1000

Cocktail stirrer "Oval" 05012 40 DB 1000

Cocktail stirrer "Round" 07893 40 DA 1000

Cocktail stirrer "Square" 05013 40 DB 1000

Coffee mug "Premium" 04576 45 DC 48

Coffee mug "Premium" small 04578 45 IM 72

Coffee mug "Premium" 
small with sleeve 04579 45 RA 60

Coffee mug "Premium" 
with sleeve 04575 45 RA 48

Compartments "Cloud" 02310 141 DB 200

Cookie cutter set 04073 27 DB 50

Cookie stamp "Candy Cane" 04421 26 L2

Cookie stamp "Snowflake" 04422 26 L2

Cookie stamp "Snowflake" 04420 26 L2

Cookie stamp set "Cute" 04423 26 L2

Cooling pack "Freeze" 05423 22 58

Cup "Tumble" 05133 40 DB 150

Cutlery "Spork" 05294 23 DA 1000

Cutting board "Burano" 08376 59 CD 10

Cutting board "Lunch" 05264 29 IM 40

Cutting board "Pizza" 08072 58 CC 25

Cutting board "Plus" 05286 67 25

Cutting board "Universal" 05284 29 IM 70

Cutting board "Woody" heart 08743 59 CD 45

Cutting board "Woody" 
round, XXL 08364 57 CD 30

Cutting board "Woody" 
square, large 08366 57 CD 12

Cutting board "Woody" 
square, medium 08363 57 CD 24

Cutting board "Woody" wave 08362 56 CD 110

Darts "Vacuum" 01380 108 DD 50

Deck chair "Chillout Deluxe" 08808 54 SG 1

Deck chair "Chillout" 08494 54 SG 1

Deck chair "Classy" 09278 55 SG 50

Deck chair "Harmony" 07602 55 DD

Deck chair "Piccola" 08884 55 150

Deck chair "Recreo" 08885 55 50

Deck chair "Twice" 07596 55 DE 2

Deco box "Jumbo heart" 05259 52 DB 120

name article page print 
group

pack 
units

Deco box "Maxi ball" 05300 52 DB 100

Deco box "Maxi egg" 05320 52 DB 100

Deco box "Maxi heart" 05262 52 DB 100

Deco box "Midi heart" 05265 52 DB 200

Deco box "Mini ball" 05310 52 DB 100

Deco box "Mini ball" 05315 52 DB 50

Deco box "Mini egg" 05330 52 DB 200

Deco box "Mini heart" 05267 52 DB 500

Dice cup "Combi" with 5 dice 03230 102 DB 100

Dice game "Quick 
combinations" 03210 102 DB 100

Dice game "The big 
throw" in case 03226 103 DB 90

Dice game "The big 
throw" in plastic box 03227 103 DB 70

Director's chair "Star" 06110 55 25

Divider "Triangle" 05150 137 DB 100

Door stopper "Sign" 04045 53 DB 100

Dough scraper "Little Bakery" 04776 24

Drink crate clipper "Carry" 05000 68 DC 75

Drinking beaker "promotion" 05119 39 DC 50

Drinking bottle "Bicycle" 
0.5 l with cap 05075 49 DC 50

Drinking bottle "Bicycle" 
0.5 l with drinking nipp 05076 49 DC 50

Drinking bottle "Bicycle" 
0.7 l with cap 05079 49 DC 40

Drinking bottle "Bicycle" 
0.7 l with drinking nipp 05078 49 DC 40

Drinking bottle 
"Champion" 0.55 l 05059 48 DC 50

Drinking bottle 
"Champion" 0.7 l 05105 48 DC 45

Drinking bottle "Power Bottle" 05085 36 DC 40

Drinking cup "Caipi" 05263 40 DB 100

Drinking cup "Colour" 0.4 l 05089 37 DD 150

Drinking cup "Colour" 0.5 l 05088 37 DB 100

Drinking cup "Deposit" 0.3 l 05086 36 DB 200

Drinking cup "Deposit" 0.4 l 05081 36 DB 200

Drinking cup "Deposit" 
0.4 l paintable 05125 71 DC 150

Drinking cup "Deposit" 0.5 l 05084 36 DB 150

Drinking cup "Drink safe" 05065 39 DB 60

Drinking cup "Ergonomic" 0.2 l 05098 37 DB 100

Drinking cup "Maxi Cup" 0.4 l 05097 37 DB 250

Drinking cup "Midi Cup" 0.3 l 05094 37 DB 300

Drinking cup "Mini Cup" 0.2 l 05080 37 DB 500

Drinking cup "Party" 0.3 l 05020 38 DB 100

Drinking cup "Returnable" 0.4 l 05083 38 DB 150

Drinking cup "Returnable" 0.5 l 05082 38 DB 100

Drinking cup "Rip" 0.4 l 05074 38 DB 100

Drinking cup "Take Away" 0.3 l 05067 36 DB 50

Drinking cup "Take Away" 0.4 l 05068 36 DB 50

Drinking cup "Take Away" 0.5 l 05070 36 DB 40

Drinking cup set "Travel" 05050 39 DB 100

Drinking flask "Fitness" 
0.5 l with suction lock 05129 49 DC 50

Drinking flask "Fitness" 
0.7 l with suction lock 05131 49 DC 45

Eco cereal bowl 34 
"2 Colour" matt 15145 64 DC 45

Eco cereal bowl 34 
"Good morning" 15135 64 DC 200

Eco drinking cup 34 
"Colour" 0.4 l 15089 65 DD 150
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name article page print 
group

pack 
units

Eco drinking cup 34 
"Colour" 0.5 l 15088 65 DC 100

Eco drinking cup 94 
"Colour" 0.4 l 25089 65 DB 150

Eco drinking cup 94 
"Colour" 0.5 l 25088 65 DC 100

Eco flying disc 34 
"Space Flyer 22" 11321 66 DB 100

Eco mug 34 "Arica" 14898 65 DC 50

Eco Shaker 34 "Protein" 14456 66 DC 40

Eco spoon 34 15646 66 DB 1000

Eco spoon 94 25646 66 DB 100

Eco storage jar 34 "Switch" 15389 65 DB 50

Emergency kit "Emergency" 05117 147 DB 40

Eraser "Pill" 04046 73 DB 400

Eraser "Round" 03311 73 DA 1000

Eraser "Square" 03312 73 DA 1000

Fan "Heart" 02320 141 DB 200

First Aid Kit "Box", large 05073 147 DB 50

First Aid Kit "Box", small 05072 147 DB 120

First Aid Kit "Plaster Box" 05091 146 DB 250

Fitness box "Light" 09391 87 DB 120

Fitness box "Medium" 09401 87 DB 120

Fitness box "Strong" 09402 87 DB 120

Fitness center "To Go" light 09392 89 DB 100

Fitness center "To 
Go" medium 09393 89 DB 100

Fitness center "To Go" strong 09394 89 DB 100

Fly swatter "Kit" 05501 53 DB 150

Fly swatter "Logo" 07123 53 DB 150

Flying Disc "Discus 15" 01310 92 DB 250

Flying disc "Discus 22" 01322 92 DB 100

Flying disc "Heli 30" 01341 94 DB 120

Flying disc "Maxi 22" 01320 92 DB 100

Flying disc "Mini 10" 01300 95 DB 700

Flying disc "Professional 23" 01323 92 DB 50

Flying disc "Ring 25" 01340 94 DC 150

Flying disc "Saturn 15" 01336 95 DB 450

Flying disc "Softy 24" 01334 110 DD 150

Flying disc "Sound 26" 01355 94 DC 50

Flying disc "Space Flyer 12" 01305 91 DB 400

Flying disc "Space Flyer 18" 01315 91 DB 200

Flying disc "Space Flyer 21" 01327 91 DB 100

Flying disc "Space Flyer 22" 01321 93 DB 100

Flying disc "Space Flyer 24" 01316 91 DC 60

Flying disc "Space Flyer 26" 01317 91 DC 60

Flying disc "Space Flyer 
Trendy Satin 22" 01330 91 DB 100

Flying disc "Super 
Flyer Maxi 30" 01350 95 DC 50

Flying disc "Super 
Flyer Mini 20" 01345 95 DC 100

Flying disc "Ufo 22" 01328 93 DB 150

Flying disc "X-tra 13" 01308 94 DB 200

Game box "Building 
blocks" coloured 05502 110 DB 16

Giant Puzzle "Labyrinth" 03497 108 15

Giant Puzzle "Maximaze" 03498 108 15

Golf ball holder 05272 110 DB 250

Golf pitchfork 05273 110 DB 1000

Grain wood board "Salerno" 08375 59 CE 4

Gym-Box "light" 09395 88 DB 50
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Gym-Box "medium" 09396 88 DB 50

Gym-Box "strong" 09397 88 DB 50

Hip flask "Magic" 0.25 l 05071 67 DD 120

Ice cube box "Professional" 04899 51

Ice cube mould "Dolphins" 05027 50 100

Ice cube mould "Hearts" 05029 50 100

Ice cube mould "Penguins" 05028 50 100

Ice cube mould "Squares" 05026 50 100

Ice cube tray "Round" 05030 50 100

Ice scrape "Arch" 04310 126 DB 250

Ice scrape "Delta" 04304 125 DB 250

Ice scrape "Wave" 04305 126 DB 100

Ice scraper "All round" 04226 128 DC 50

Ice scraper "Easy" 
with water scraper 04229 128 DB 100

Ice scraper "Easy" 
without water scraper 04228 128 DB 100

Ice scraper "Ergonomic" 04318 124 DC 100

Ice scraper "Grip" with 
water scraper 04234 128 DB 100

Ice scraper "Grip" without 
water scraper 04232 128 DB 100

Ice scraper "Ice witch" 04303 128 DB 100

Ice scraper "Logo" 04231 126 DB 300

Ice scraper "Penguin" 04238 127 DB 250

Ice scraper "Polar bear" 04236 127 DB 250

Ice scraper "Santa" 04239 127 DB 250

Ice scraper "Smartphone" 
long scraping edge 04321 125 DB 100

Ice scraper "Snowman" 04237 127 DB 250

Ice scraper "Square" 04225 127 DA 250

Ice scraper "Square" 
with water scraper 04224 126 DB 250

Ice scraper "Square" 
without water scraper 04223 126 DB 250

Ice scraper "Trapeze" 05415 127 DA 250

Ice scraper "Triangle" 04227 125 DB 500

Ice scraper "Truck" 04235 127 DB 250

Insulated mug "Coffee To Go" 05545 46 DC 50

Insulated mug "Gusto" 05547 47 DC 50

Jotter box "Beer crate" 04283 68,84 DB 50

Jotter box "Container" 07121 70 DB 27

Jotter box "Cube" 04285 70 DB 27

Jotter box "Pen holder" 04280 70 DB 27

Key fob "Tick map" 00630 148 DB 2000

Key fob "Tyre tread 
measuring device" 04302 120 DB 2000

Key pendant "Anti-Tick" 04316 148 DB 2000

Key pendant box "Anti-Tick" 04314 148 DA 500

Key pendant card "Anti-Tick" 04315 148 DB 500

Keyring "Address 
clapper board" 04296 82 DA 1000

Keyring "Angel" 01157 133 DA 1000

Keyring "Heart" 01158 133 DA 1000

Keyring "Inlay 45*40" 04100 134 DA 500

Keyring "Inlay 48*26" 04115 134 DA 500

Keyring "Key" 04208 138 DB 250

Keyring "Magnifying 
glass clapper board" 04297 83 DB 1000

Keyring "Mini clapper board" 04295 82 DA 1000

Keyring "Police stop" 04035 137 DA 1500

Keyring "Puzzle ball" 03474 138 DB 1000

Keyring "Puzzle car" 03475 138 DB 1000
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Keyring "Puzzle dice" 03472 138 1000

Keyring "Puzzle football" 03477 138 DB 1000

Keyring "Puzzle heart" 03471 138 DB 1000

Keyring "Puzzle robot" 03476 138 DB 1000

Keyring "Rectangle" 01155 133 DA 1000

Keyring "Round" 01156 133 DA 1000

Keyring "Safety" 04210 138 DA 1000

Keyring "Surfboard" 04040 138 DA 500

Keyring "Zig-Clip" 04071 137 DB 250

Leisure chair "Sunshine" 07601 55

Luggage tag "Address" 04212 132 DB 500

Lunch To Go 05269 17 DB 40

Lunch To Go Plus 05274 17 DB 40

Magnet "Area" 04003 76 DB 500

Magnet "Clapper board" 04307 83 DB 500

Magnet "Crown cap" 04014 76 DB 500

Magnet "Head" 04013 76 DB 500

Magnet "Magnifying glass" 04001 79 DB 240

Magnet "Nutshell" 04033 76 500

Magnet "Oblong Maxi" 04002 76 DB 500

Magnet "Oblong Mini" 04018 76 DB 500

Magnet "Piggy" 04008 76 DB 500

Magnet "Round" 04012 76 DB 500

Magnet "Square Maxi" 04006 76 DB 500

Magnet "Square Mini" 04004 76 DB 500

Magnet "Square" 04011 76 DB 500

Magnet "Triangle" 04009 76 DB 500

Magnifying glass "Bookmark" 04218 79 DA 2000

Magnifying glass 
"Double 3 x/6 x" 04267 81 DC 370

Magnifying glass "Fold 5 x" 04272 81 DD 200

Magnifying glass 
"Measurement 10 x" 04271 81 DD 200

Magnifying glass "Ruler 4 x" 04273 74 DC 500

Magnifying glass "Slide" 04217 79 DA 500

Magnifying glass with 
handle "Handle 3 x" 04278 78 DB 100

Magnifying glass with 
handle "Handle 4 x" 04279 78 DC 200

Magnifying glass with 
handle "Handle 5 x" 04277 78 DB 800

Mallet "Timber" 08596 61 CD 50

Megaphone "Fan Horn" 03632 115 DD 100

Memo box "Zeta" 04299 33,70 DB 48

Menu card holder "Bosco" 08455 62 DB 30

Menu card holder "Hill" 06090 33 50

Menu card holder "Madera" 08453 62 DB 30

Message board "DIN A4 black" 04431 77 DB 35

Message board 
"DIN A4 colour" 04435 77 DB 35

Message board "DIN A4" 04429 77 DB 20

Message board "DIN A5" 04428 77 DB 30

Mint dispenser "Heart" 04090 119 DB 400

Mint dispenser "Lightbulb" 04087 119 DB 500

Mint dispenser "Rectangle" 04091 119 DB 600

Mint dispenser "Round" 04088 119 DB 400

Mint dispenser "Shirt" 04089 119 DB 400

Mobile phone dock 
"PowerPort Holder" 03031 72 DB 200

Motif puzzle "Columbus Egg" 03025 109 DB 300

Motif puzzle "Einstein" 03020 109 DB 300
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Motif puzzle "T" 03023 109 DB 300

Motif puzzle "The 
broken heart" 03021 109 DB 300

Motif puzzle "The cross-key" 03024 109 DB 300

Motif puzzle "The 
enigma of the cross" 03022 109 DB 300

Mug "Arica" 04898 41 DC 50

Newspaper box "Daily" 08540 68 DC 15

Noisemaker "Fortissimo" 03642 115 DB 100

Noisemaker "Uphondo" 
300 mm 03644 116 DB 50

Noisemaker "Uphondo" 
570 mm 03645 116 DB 25

Note holder "Magnet ball" 04139 85 DB 400

Note holder "Magnet square" 04140 85 DA 468

Note holder "Magnet triangle" 04141 85 DA 500

Note holder "Multi-Top" 04265 84 DA 500

Painting book "Magic Paper" 03051 71 DA 125

Paper clip "Clapper board" 04294 83 DA 1000

Paper clip "Heart" 04216 69 DA 2000

Paper clip holder 
"Magnet Pyramid" 04438 72 DB 50

Paper knife "Kombi" 04256 69 DB 500

Paper knife "Mr. Fun" 04405 85 DA 1100

Paper knife "Multi" 04222 85 DB 320

Paper knife "Ruler & lens" 04269 85 DC 300

Parking disc "Display Cleaner" 07629 123 DB 200

Parking disk "Basic" 04245 122 DB 100

Parking disk "Euro" with chip 04253 123 DB 100

Parking disk "Euro" 
without chip 04254 123 DB 100

Parking disk "Prime" with chip 04251 122 DB 100

Parking disk "Prime" 
without chip 04250 122 DB 100

Parking disk "Professional" 04248 123 DB 100

Parking ticket holder 04034 132 DA 2000

Pastry brush "Little Bakery" 04775 25

Pastry cutter "Heart" 04118 27 1700

Pastry cutter "Moon" 04116 27 2000

Pastry cutter "Star" 04117 27 1700

Pastry cutter set "Sweet" 04119 27 250

Pastry cutter set 
"Sweet" with box 04122 27 DB 100

Patience game 
"Duo Labyrinth" 03595 100 DB 500

Patience game "Flipper" 03513 100 DA 400

Patience game "Football" 04069 100 DA 500

Patience game "Happy 
Time BIRDY" 03580 101 DA 450

Patience game "Happy 
Time EAGLE" 03575 101 DA 450

Patience game "Happy 
Time GREEN" 03570 101 DA 450

Patience game "Happy 
Time HANDICAP" 03585 101 DA 450

Patience game "Happy 
Time SCORE" 03550 101 DA 450

Patience game "Happy 
Time STANDARD" 03565 101 DA 450

Patience game "Maxi round" 03509 100 DA 500

Patience game "Midi round" 03508 100 DA 400

Patience game "Midi square" 03518 100 DA 400

Patience game "Mini round" 03505 100 DA 1000

Patience game "Rectangle" 03515 100 DA 400

Patience game "Square" 04065 100 DA 500
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Pen holder "Loop" 04214 71 DC

Pen holder "Pen clip" 04213 85 DA 1000

Pencil holder "Clapper board" 04293 82 DC 28

Pencil sharpener 
"Clapper board" 04298 82 DA 300

Pencil sharpener "Heart" 04284 73 DB 500

Pencil sharpener "Helmet" 04291 73 DB 500

Pencil sharpener "Jeans" 04289 73 DB 500

Pencil sharpener "Trash Can" 04306 73 DB 500

Permit scraper 05406 121 DB 200

Picture frame "Lux" 04290 86 DB 80

Plaster box "Cross" 05096 146 DB 150

Plastic knife "Bakery" 04897 25 DC 140

Plate "Barbecue" 05128 29 IM 50

Play money dish 03212 103 DB 250

Popcorn bowl "Hollywood" 04544 22 DC 50

Popcorn bowl "Hollywood", 
with stripes 04545 22 DC 50

Promotion Case "Bambino" 04020 84 DD 50

Promotion Case "Basic" 04005 84 DE 8

Promotion Case "Junior" 04010 84 DE 10

Protective box "Toothbrush" 05407 141 DB 100

Pussycat 3D patience 
game "Astro" 03405 109 DA 350

Pussycat 3D patience 
game "Cage" 03402 109 DA 350

Pussycat 3D patience 
game "Cross-knots" 03403 109 DA 350

Pussycat 3D patience 
game "Hexagon" 03409 109 DA 350

Pussycat 3D patience 
game "Polygon" 03404 109 DA 350

Pussycat 3D patience 
game "Satellite" 03407 109 DA 350

Pussycat 3D patience 
game "Sixbricks" 03401 109 DA 350

Pussycat 3D patience 
game "Tangle" 03408 109 DA 350

Pussycat 3D patience 
game "Trickstar" 03400 109 DA 350

Pussycat game "Lottery 
number finder" 03489 110 DA 600

Pussycat game "Solitaire" 03490 108 DB 15

Pussycat patience 
game "Ballgame" 03412 101 DB 350

Pussycat patience game 
"Dymaxion Five" 03495 109 DA 160

Pussycat patience game 
"Dymaxion Four" 03494 109 DA 160

Pussycat patience game 
"Dymaxion One" 03491 109 DA 160

Pussycat patience game 
"Dymaxion Three" 03493 109 DA 160

Pussycat patience game 
"Dymaxion Two" 03492 109 DA 160

Pussycat puzzle 
"Ball Pyramid" 03440 110 DA 350

Puzzle "Classic pyramid" 03520 110 DB 100

Puzzle "Germany and 
its neighbours" 03055 110 DC 100

Rattle "Opener" 03647 113 DB 70

Rattle "Supreme" 03641 113 DB 70

Rattle "Whistle" 03633 114 DB 150

Reflector "Arch" 03798 131 DB 500

Reflector "Bear" 03776 130 DB 500

Reflector "Bus" 03793 131 DA 500

Reflector "Car" 03779 130 DB 400

Reflector "Cyclist" 03782 129 DB 500
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Reflector "Dragon" 03787 131 DB 500

Reflector "Ghost" 03789 131 DB 500

Reflector "Heart" 03777 130 DB 500

Reflector "Lightbulb" 03784 130 DB 500

Reflector "Piggy" 03799 131 DB 500

Reflector "Polar bear" 03800 130 DB 400

Reflector "Round" 03780 131 DB 250

Reflector "Shirt" 03783 130 DB 500

Reflector "Square" with clamp 03786 129 DB 400

Reflector "Square" with cord 03785 131 DB 500

Reflector "Traffic light" 03774 129 DB 500

Rotating keyring "Heart" 04137 136 DA 1000

Rotating keyring "Point" 
without chip 04121 136 DA 1000

Ruler "16 cm" 03883 74 DB 500

Ruler "16 cm" incl. 
UV digital print 03882 74 UB 500

Ruler "20 cm" 03884 74 DB 600

Ruler "20 cm" incl. 
UV digital print 03881 74 UB 600

Ruler "30 cm" 03885 74 DB 500

Ruler "30 cm" incl. 
UV digital print 03880 74 UC 500

Ruler "Letter template" 03709 75 DA 500

Ruler "Poly-S" 03715 74 DD 120

Ruler triangle "Classic" 02022 75 IM 500

Sandwich box "Wave", large 05023 14 DB 50

Sandwich box "Wave", medium 05022 14 DB 50

Sandwich box "Wave", set of 3 05034 14 DB 50

Sandwich box "Wave", small 05021 14 DB 100

Savings box "Piggy" 03771 69 DB 60

Savings box "Self-Made" 03770 69 DC 100

Savings box "Style" 03772 84 DB 100

Shaker "Bar" 450 ml 05058 43 DB 50

Shaker "Lagoon" 0.5 l 05108 43 DB 50

Shaker "Multi" 05066 43 DB 60

Shaker "Protein" 04456 43 DC 40

Shoe horn "Cliff" 05103 139 DB 100

Shoe horn "Grip" 05092 139 DA 500

Shopping cart chip "1 Euro" 04244 135 DA 10000

Shopping cart chip "Anti-Tick" 04249 148 UA 10000

Shopping cart chip 
without hole 04243 135 DA 10000

Skipping rope "Jump" 01450 90 DC 50

Sledge "Glide Midi" 01835 106 DD 50

Sledge "Jumbo" 01840 105 DC 25

Sledge "Seat" 01836 106 DC 20

Sledge "Standard" 01830 105 DD 80

Sliding puzzle "Frame 15" 03045 97 DB 500

Sliding puzzle "Frame 16" 03463 97 DB 400

Sliding puzzle "Frame 62" 03461 97 DB 50

Sliding puzzle "Space 14" 03464 97 DB 340

Sliding puzzle "Space 15" 03462 97 DB 450

Smallest Fitness studio 09389 90 DB 250

Snack cup "Snaxiko" 04543 22 DC 40

Snap armband 
"Highlight" 22cm 03752 129 DB 1800

Snap armband 
"Highlight" 25cm 03753 129 DB 1000

Snap armband 
"Highlight" 31cm 03754 129 DB 1000
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Snap armband 
"Highlight" 40cm 03755 129 DB 1000

Snow glider "Olymp" 01837 106 DC 15

Soap bubble game "Jumbo" 03650 108 DC 25

Sock collector "Laundry" 04436 53 DA 600

Spoon "Coffee portion" 05064 23 DA 1000

Spoon "long handle" 05063 23 DA 1000

Spoon "Plastic" 05646 23 DB 1000

Storage box "All-round" 04077 68 DC 45

Storage box "Apple box" 05037 18 DB 50

Storage box "Arena" 05035 67 DB 50

Storage box "Banana box 2.0" 05036 19 DB 40

Storage box "Bathing box" 04830 117 DB 200

Storage box "Bread box" 05248 16 DB 25

Storage box "Break" 05230 11 DB 60

Storage box "Breakfast box" 05246 19 DB 50

Storage box "Brunch box" 05242 10 DB 120

Storage box "Case" 04076 84 DB 80

Storage box "Dinner Box Plus" 05025 16 DB 36

Storage box "Dinner box" 05245 10,16 DB 40

Storage box "Duo" 03663 147 DB 400

Storage box "Flat box" 05231 10 DB 50

Storage box "Fresh box" 05250 67 DD 24

Storage box "Gingerbread" 05266 67 IM 42

Storage box "Hot and cold" 05200 16 DC

Storage box "Lunch box" 05243 10 DB 60

Storage box "Lunch-Box" 
to paint on 05283 71 IM 60

Storage box "Mini box" 05237 15 DB 100

Storage box "Multi box" 05235 17 DB 70

Storage box "Orange Box" 05032 19 DB 50

Storage box "Oval" 05279 67 DB 32

Storage box "Picnic" 05253 15 DB 26

Storage box "Pretzel box" 05278 67 DB 32

Storage box "Sandwich-Box" 07406 19 DB 50

Storage box "School Box" 
deluxe, with compartment 05297 12 DC 40

Storage box "School Box" 
deluxe, without separatin 05296 11,12 DC 40

Storage box "School 
box" junior 05268 11 DB 80

Storage box "School 
box" junior 05276 11 DB 60

Storage box "School box" large 05236 11 DB 50

Storage box "School 
box" large, high-gloss 05287 11 50

Storage box "School 
box" middle 05282 11 DB 60

Storage box "Seven Days" 03664 147 DB 200

Storage box "Slim box" 05241 17 DB 100

Storage box "Snack box" 05247 10 DB 50

Storage box "Switch" 05389 13 DB 50

Storage box "Twin Box" 
with separating wall 05104 15 DB 50

Storage box "Twin Box" 
without separating wall 05102 15 DB 50

Storage box "Universal box" 05238 16 DB 36

Storage box "Universal 
box" large 05302 16 DC 26

Storage jar "Cube" deluxe 05299 13 DB 48

Storage jar "Cube" deluxe, 
with compartment divide 05301 13 DB 48

Storage jar "Foodbox" 05632 13 IM 50
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Storage jar "Match" 14568 66 45

Storage jar "Match" 04568 9 IM 45

Sunshield "Style" 04800 138 DA 100

Sweet dispenser 09051 51 DB 6

Table tennis set "Robust" 01420 96 DB 50

Tea Cup 04900 41 DC 50

Template "ABC" 03710 75 DA 1000

Template set "Elastograph" 03703 75 DB 100

Tennis set "Family" 01440 109 DC 20

Tennis set "Pro Black Star" 01442 108 12

Tennis set "Pro Black Star" 
with advertising space 01443 108 DB 12

Tennis set "Pro Colour" 01445 109 12

Tennis set "Pro Colour" 
with advertising space 01444 109 DB 12

Throwing game 
"Mini pinball 50" 01185 95 DA 1000

Tick card 04317 148 UB 2080

Tidy box "Papers" 05252 85 DE 10

Timetable "Dinosaur" 03203 86 DC 100

Timetable "Dolphin" 03215 86 DC 100

Timetable "Fairytale castle" 03202 86 DC 100

Timetable "Hedgehog" 03223 86 DC 100

Timetable "Mice" 03216 86 DC 100

Timetable "Parrot" 03219 86 DC 100

Timetable "Penguin" 03221 86 DC 100

Toothbrush tumbler "Clean" 05226 141 DB 130

Toothbrush tumbler "Fresh" 05277 140 DC 200

Top "Hurricane" 03431 98 DA 1000

Top "Stand-up large" 01178 98 DA 1000

Top "Stand-up small" 01175 98 DA 1500

Top "Top" 01179 98 DA 1000

Top hat Cavalier large 05113 68 DC 16

Travel game "Peg game mini" 03030 102 DC 100

Travelbox "Basic" 05111 144 DB 140

Travelbox "Fan" 08519 145 DB 140

Travelbox "First Aid" 05115 145 DB 140

Travelbox "Hygiene" 08531 144 DB 140

Travelbox "Kids" 08517 145 DB 140

Travelbox "Sun" 08530 145 DB 140

Tray "Beer crate" 05043 31 DC 25

Tray "Bistro" 05041 32 DC 30

Tray "Gastro Professional 370" 05143 31 10

Tray "Gastro-Expert 360" 05116 30 IM 10

Tray "Gastro-Pro 360" 05069 30 IM 10

Tray "Maxi-heart" 05049 32 DB 45

Tray "Midi-heart" 05048 32 DB 100

Tray "Mini-heart" 05047 32 DB 100

Tray "Profi 240" 05040 32 DD 30

Tray "Profi 320" 05099 31 IM 10

Tray "Service" 05042 32 DB 40

Tyre marker set "Car" 04242 121 DB 1000

Tyre tread measuring 
device "Card" 04301 120 DB 500

Tyre tread measuring 
device "Chip" 04075 121 DA 10000

Tyre tread measuring 
device "Profi" 04300 120 DB 500

Tyre tread measuring 
device "Truck" 04311 120 DB 500

Universal box "Mini Notes" 04085 72 DB 250
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Universal box "Mini" 04084 72 DB 250

Upright magnifying 
glass "Box" 04023 80 DD 100

Upright magnifying 
glass "Jupiter 2" 04026 80 DD 45

Upright magnifying glass 
"Measurement 8 x" 04233 80 DC 200

Upright magnifying 
glass "Micro" 04240 80 DD 200

Vignette scraper "Allround" 05411 121 UB 250

Whistle "Keyring" 03635 114 DA 500

Whistle "Reflector" 03634 114 DA 1000

Whistle "Sport" with cord 03637 114 UA 800

Whistle "Sport" without cord 03636 114 DA 800

Wooden sledge "Classic" 07973 107 PS

Wooden sledge "Snow" large 08851 107 36

Wooden sledge "Snow" small 08850 107 50

Wooden tray "Salento" 08377 60 CD 10

Yo-yo "Ball" 01140 99 DA 120

Yo-yo "Crown cap" 01160 99 DA 250

Yo-yo "Heart" 01117 99 DA 250

Yo-yo "Jeans" 01110 99 DA 250

Yo-yo "Mail Me" 01118 99 DA 400

Yo-yo "Maxi-Disc" 01114 99 DA 400

Yo-yo "Mini-Disc" 01113 99 DA 500

Yo-yo "Pro-Motion" 01120 99 DA 250

Yo-yo "Professional" 01135 99 DA 250

Yo-yo "Square" 01116 99 DA 500

Yo-yo "Triangle" 01115 99 DA 500

Yo-yo "Tricky Colour" 01150 98 DA 180

Yo-yo "Tricky" 01154 98 DA 180
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Sports article 
Fan article  
Deco article
The sports article, fan article and decorative article 
on offer in this catalogue are sold as such.

To avoid any confusion with toys, these article 
are marked with the following label.
 

SPORT „Sports article - no toy!“ 

FAN „Fan article - no toy!“ 

DECO „Decorative article - no toy!“ 

Due to the size of some articles, these label cannot 
always be attached directly to the article.

The realisation is possible in various variants at different prices:

 » Packing of the article in a poly bag
 » Label

The decision, which variant should be realised, has to be  
taken by the customer. If the customer dispenses with the 
labelling, this fact has to be confirmed in writing.

For corresponding information, please refer to our 
offers or get in touch with us directly.

Reach
All articles offered correspond to the European Directive 1907/2006 on 
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals.

The target of the EU is to produce and use chemicals by  
2010 in such a way that detrimental effects on human health 
and the environment are kept as low as possible.

Customer information

This is to confirm in keeping with Article 59 (1, 10) of the EU  
Directive 1907/2006 (REACh) that the articles we have  
supplied do not contain substances  of the candidate lists 
of a percentage by mass of more than 0.1 percent.

We obligate ourselves to regularly harmonise our  
products to the substances indicated in the candidate 
list in keeping with the REACh directive.

As soon as we find out that our products require notification in 
keeping with Article 33, you will be notified of our own accord, 
and we will take suitable measures in individual cases.

Toys
All toys offered correspond to the European Directive 2009/48/
EU on the Safety of Toys and to the standard series EN 71.

On account of its functions, dimensions, characteristic features,  
properties or other reasons, toys may be  
unsuitable or dangerous for children at a certain age.

In order to improve the safety, cautions have been added to the toys, which 
inform the user of which potential hazard may be produced by the toy.

Below please find the cautions which  
apply to individual articles.

The articles offered have small figures which 
correspond to the cautions mentioned.

1. WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years  
because of swallow able small parts. Suffocation hazard.

2. WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 
years. Risk of injury caused by long string.

3. WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. 
Risk of injury caused by long string. Do not use near 
overhead power lines or during thunderstorms.

4. WARNING! To be used under the direct supervision 
of an adult. Not suitable for children under three 
years. Danger of falling! Practice using the snow 
glider in a flat, safe area as it requires skill in steering 
and braking. Only use by one person at a time.

5. WARNING! Only to be used in water in which the child 
is within its depth and under adult supervision. This is 
no swimming aid. It is no protection again drowning!

6. WARNING! Do not aim at eyes or face.
7. WARNING! To be used under the direct super-

vision of an adult. Liquid can be swallowed !
8. Caution ! Due to the function, pencil sharpener 

has a sharp edge. Danger of injury!
9. Caution ! Not suitable for the transport of children! 

 
 

1+ to 6+ 
All data with „+“ are an age recommendation or may  
be considered pedagogical information.

Guidelines
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www.elasto.de

We do everything for promotion  
items that perfectly fit into the lives  

of your target groups – and that  
guarantee ensure you a leading  

edge in promotion

Made in Germany/Europe – because quality matters 
We offer over 37 years of experience on the promotional products market and are continuing to constantly expand our  
production in Germany as well as in Europe. It is our vision that all promotional articles are produced as efficient and  
environmentally-friendly as possible, especially when it comes down to synthetic material. We incorporate this essential  
aspect not only in our sites in Germany but also at our subsidiaries and partners across Europe.  

Our promise:

 » durable products due to a high quality and low-emission production

 » a focus on safe, ecological and economical handling on all our sites in Germany and at all our Euopean partners

 » a daily contribution to environmental protection due to the utilisation of the exhaust heat to warm up the surroundings

 » a low amount of waste due to high-tech machinery

“Just in Time” production
Our in-house-production provides for flexible action and improved warehousing capabilities.  
We do not engage in mass production, but rather produce only as much as necessary.

We produce according to:

FSC Member
 
Since October 2015, we are a certified FSC member and  
can offer you wooden products with FSC Logo. 
 
FSC is a global, not-for-profit organization dedicated to the 
promotion of responsible forest management worldwide.
Environmentally appropriate forest management ensures  
that the harvest of timber and non-timber products maintains  
the forest's biodiversity, productivity, and ecological processes. 
 
Socially beneficial forest management helps both local people 
and society at large to enjoy long term benefits and also 
provides strong incentives to local people to sustain the forest 
resources and adhere to long-term management plans.

FSC tracks the FSC certified material through the production 
processes all the way to the store. 
 
Are you interested in FSC certified products   
Please do not hesitate to contact us !

When purchasing Made in Germany/Europe …
 » you support the German and European economy
 » you are flexible with regard to execution and quantity needed
 » you help sustain workplaces in the regions
 » you can profit from short lead times and transportation routes
 » you will receive certified low-emission and high quality products
 » you act sustainably

Quality management ISO 9001:2015

The elasto form KG and its affiliate companies are accredited  
with the Quality Standard DIN EN ISO 9001:2015. 
Rational workflows and documented manufacturing  
processes guarantee an absolute economical and customer  
orientated conduct.

elasto group 

550 employees worldwide realize your  
advertising speciality!

»  Head office in Sulzbach-Rosenberg

»  Technology Center Hohenstadt

»  elasto form Hong Kong Ltd.

»  Meplast GmbH in Mupperg

»  elasto form Bohemia s.r.o.

»  elasto form UK Limited

»  HNC Import-Export & Vertriebs    
    GmbH in Weiden
 
Other international offices:  
The Netherlands, France, Italia... and many more.

That‘s elasto

Overview – Technical resources 
Over 200 million promotional products sold every year, make 
us Europe’s leading Promotional Merchandise Supplier.

 
Consultation 
Consultation team of 50 qualified, motivated,  
specifically and continuously trained employees,  
creative department with most modern technology

 
Production/Import 
Maximum production capacity (output 500.000 pieces per day), 
stock items (2.000.000 pieces ex stock), automated injection 
moulding machines, 2K-injection moulding technique

 
Branding 
Maximum branding capacity (output 250.000 pieces 
per day), screen print, tampo pad print, transfer print, 
relief, IMould, Tex Heat, laser engraving, doming,
heat transfer, CO2-engraving, sublimation printing

 
Logistics distribution 
Package shipments: 65.000 per year
Pallet shipments: 10.500 per year
Pallet lots: 20.000 pieces

Technology Centre 
Capacity of the Technology Centre 
Tool forms up to 700 x 700 mm 

 
 
Precision injection moulding tooling for
 » conventional injection moulding technique
 » 2K injection moulding technique
 » foil reverse injection moulding
 » sample and prototype tooling

Capacities – Technical equipment
Injection moulding machines:  47
Printing machines:  97
Automated packing machines: 10
Assembly lines:     7
Art rooms:       3
Tool shop:     1
CAD construction:    1

General Information 
Please find the general information, terms and conditions and  
also specifications for additional charges in our valid price list 
or visit www.elasto.de/en.

co-efficiency

Our production and activities are geared for 
sustainability. When it comes to the three pillars 
of sustainability (ecology, economy and social 
responsibility), we make sure that each of our steps 
takes as many factors as possible into consideration.

By gearing our business to reflect economical, 
ecological and social aspects, we give our customers 
more assurance in purchasing our articles.

The fact that we ourselves manufacture in German  
gives us the best possible starting point for this:  
» short transport paths 
» reusable materials (plastics) 
» controlled and efficient production processes 
» quality control in our own lab 
» ecologically compatible production 
» sustaining the value added chain 
» creating promoting jobs and the  
  surroundings of our locations 

» use of waste heat from production






